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Abstract 

When Australia’s compulsory superannuation system was introduced in 1992, the 
name given to it, the superannuation guarantee, suggested that the payment of 
contributions by employers would be “guaranteed”. Reporting on compliance with 
superannuation guarantee by small-to-medium enterprises (SMEs), however, paints 
a vastly different picture — especially for small businesses. Also, the pseudo status 
of some small businesses as “contractors” (as opposed to employees) of larger 
businesses may be undermining their potential own entitlement to superannuation 
guarantee. Such non-compliance draws into question how certain the superannuation 
guarantee system is for employees of these enterprises, and thereby undermining 
this important pillar of Australia’s retirement system. Non-compliance by the SME 
sector is of concern given that it accounts for nearly 50% of private employment in 
Australia and performs important sub-contracting roles. This article will examine data 
on the compliance by small business employers with their superannuation guarantee 
obligations that indicate this is far from the case. The article will examine the reasons 
behind non-compliance by small business employers and the related issue of non-
recovery of outstanding entitlements by the Australian Taxation Office.
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The article will then consider recommendations for reform of the current system to 
reduce the incidence of non-compliance by employers and to increase the likelihood 
of recovery of outstanding entitlements. The article will conclude by setting out 
areas worthy of further research and by arguing that reform is required to ensure 
that superannuation guarantee contributions are “guaranteed” for small business 
employees and operators.

Keywords: small business; superannuation guarantee; compliance; enforcement; 
employee.
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1. Introduction

“… people most at risk with the current SG system are the employees who are 
the least empowered or incorrectly classified as ‘independent contractors’ 
– and it is these very people who are most reliant upon compulsory 
superannuation contributions for a higher standard of living in retirement 
beyond the age pension.”1

When Australia’s compulsory superannuation system was introduced in 1992, 
the name given to it, the superannuation guarantee, suggested that the payment of 
contributions by employers would be “guaranteed”. Reporting on compliance with 
superannuation guarantee by small-to-medium enterprises (SME), especially small 
businesses, however, paints a vastly different picture.2 Also, the pseudo status of some 
small businesses as “contractors” (as opposed to employees) of larger businesses 
may be undermining their potential own entitlement to superannuation guarantee.3 
Extensive non-compliance draws into question how certain the superannuation 
guarantee system is for employees of these enterprises, thereby undermining this 
important pillar of Australia’s retirement system. Non-compliance by the small 
business sector is of concern given that it accounts for a large percentage of private 
employment in Australia. It was estimated that in Australia, there were 1,961,337 
private sector small businesses4 during 2008–09, representing 96% of all private 
sector businesses. Australian small business employs almost 3.6 million people, 
accounting for 49% of all private sector employment,5 and around 30% of Australia’s 
GDP.6 Indeed, many small businesses perform important sub-contracting roles for 
larger organisations.7

1 Inspector-General of Taxation (2010), Review into the ATO’s administration of the superannuation 
guarantee charge, Canberra, at p iii.

2 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at pp 31–41.
3 C Wallis, “9% — What’s in it for Kate? A new role for practitioners in relation to SG”, (2010) 

45(1) Taxation in Australia 28.
4 Defined to be businesses that employ less than 20 people. Australian Bureau of Statistics (2010), 

Counts of Australian businesses, including entries and exits, June 2007 to June 2009, 8165.0, 
Canberra: AGPS: Table 13. These figures are based on those businesses registered for GST.

5 Australian Bureau of Statistics (2002), Small business in Australia 2001, Canberra: AGPS.
6 Australian Bureau of Statistics, above n 5. N Warren (ed) (2003), Foreword. Taxing small 

business: developing good tax policies, Australian Tax Research Foundation: Sydney (Conference 
series 23): 11–12, at p 11; and C Coleman and C Evans (2003), Tax compliance issues for small 
business in Australia. Taxing small business: developing good tax policies, Australian Tax Research 
Foundation: Sydney (Conference Series 23): 147, at p 147.

7 S Holmes and B Gibson (2001), Definition of small business: The University of Newcastle, at p 1; 
and P Hendy (2003), Threats to small and medium enterprises from tax and other regulations. 
Taxing small business: developing good tax policies, Australian Tax Research Foundation: Sydney 
(Conference series 23): 113, at pp 116–117.
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Small businesses are not simply a downsized version of large businesses, as they can 
differ in taxability, ownership, flexibility, economies of scale, level of information 
asymmetry and capital availability.8 These varying characteristics can make it 
difficult for small businesses, especially where policy, legislation and regulations are 
designed to apply to all businesses regardless of size and/or characteristics.9 Given 
these nuances, it is important to understand any non-compliance by small businesses 
with their superannuation guarantee obligations for their employees. Also, this 
analysis needs to consider claims about the questionable status of some small business 
operators as “contractors” to other (often larger) businesses.10 It is through such an 
understanding that possible solutions can be formulated.

This article will firstly provide an overview of the superannuation guarantee system, and 
provisions designed to enhance its certainty. Then, an analysis will be provided of the 
incidence of non-compliance by employers with superannuation guarantee obligations, 
especially by small businesses. Then, the possible reasons for non-compliance will be 
examined. This will canvass such issues as understanding, legitimacy, finance, cash flow, 
management practices, complexity, use of technology and independent contractors. 
Then, the related issue of non-recovery of superannuation guarantee will also be 
reviewed considering policing by the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) and employees. 

Finally, the article will consider possible recommendations for improvement, which 
will include analysis of recent initiatives. This will canvass the use of computerised 
accounting systems (CAS), the Government Clearing House, superannuation stream, 
business activity statements (BAS) incorporation, payslip reporting, independent 
contractors, director’s liability and penalties. The article will then conclude by 
arguing for potential reforms that will enhance the certainty that the payment of 
superannuation guarantee contributions is guaranteed for employees in the private 
sector. This will be followed by future research opportunities before concluding.

2. Superannuation Guarantee

In 1992, the superannuation guarantee system was introduced into Australia as 
part of the “three pillar system” of Australia’s retirement system.11 The principal 
aim of the superannuation guarantee system was to impose a mandatory system of  

8 P Hutchinson, How much does growth determine SME’s capital structure? (2004) 12(1) Small 
Enterprise Research 81 at 85. 

9 K Ness, Small business success factors in regional Queensland (2004) 12(2) Small Enterprise 
Research 1 at 7.

10 Wallis, above n 3.
11 The other two pillars being: the publically funded pension and voluntary private savings. The 

Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 (Cth) (SGAA) and the Superannuation 
Guarantee Charge Act 1992 (Cth) set the legislative framework for the superannuation guarantee 
system.
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employer-funded superannuation contributions in respect of “employees” to 
provide minimum levels of superannuation support. A fundamental cornerstone 
for the superannuation guarantee system is that it essentially applies to payments 
to “employees” and not (generally) independent contractors.12 Wallis argues this 
distinction is not always clear, and can be subject to manipulation in an endeavour to 
lower the on-cost of engaging people.13

Even when the legal distinction between an employee and independent contractor is 
known, the superannuation guarantee system can actually “deem” certain independent 
contractors as employees for superannuation guarantee purposes (referred to as 
“deemed employees”).14 For example, an individual contractor who is engaged “wholly 
or principally for the labour of the person” is a deemed employee, and thus the 
contracting entity becomes liable to superannuation guarantee.15 Wallis argues that 
these deemed employees are not well understood and largely not complied with.16

The statutory obligation of superannuation guarantee for employers started initially 
at the rate of 3% but has been subsequently increased over the years due to concerns 
about adequacy. For the 2014–15 financial year, the superannuation guarantee rate 
is 9.5% and is set to increase to 12% from 2025-26.17 The superannuation guarantee 
system applies to all employees in respect of full-time employment, part-time and 
casual employees, with only limited exemptions.18 

12 While the term “employee” takes it ordinary common law meaning, the superannuation 
guarantee system is extended to include other persons, for instance, a person engaged under 
a contract that is wholly or principally for labour, even if an ABN is quoted, is deemed to be 
employee for superannuation guarantee purposes. For a summary of recent cases that have 
considered the meaning of “employee”, see: N Gangemi, “Employees vs contractors”, (2014) 
49(1) Taxation in Australia 34.

13 Wallis, above n 3. These on-costs of an employee (as opposed to an independent contractor) can 
relate to superannuation guarantee, WorkCover premiums, payroll tax and fringe benefits tax.

14 S 12(3) SGAA.
15 S 12(3) SGAA. Under s 12(8), a person is deemed to be an “employee” if the person is “paid 

to perform or to participate in the performance of presentation of, any music, play, dance, 
entertainment, sport, display or promotional activity or any similar activity involving the 
exercise of intellectual, artist, musical, physical or other personal skills”. 

16 Wallis, above n 3, at p 32.
17 The Abbott Coalition Government will re-phase the superannuation guarantee increase 

originally announced by the former Labor Government, the superannuation guarantee rate will 
now reach 12% for the year commencing 1  July 2025. This is due to the Minerals Resource 
Rent Tax Repeal and Other Measures Bill 2014 (Cth) which delays the scheduled increase in the 
superannuation guarantee charge. 

18 These exceptions to the superannuation guarantee system include that it does not apply to: 
(a) part-time employees under 18; and (b) employees earning less than $450 per month. Also 
excluded are payments made to people employed for not more than 30 hours per week in work 
that is wholly or principally of a domestic or private nature and fringe benefits.
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The superannuation guarantee system has been praised as part of the reason for the 
large increase in Australian retirement savings, with approximately $1.6 trillion in 
assets saved as at 30 June 2013 (Table 1).19 However, there are still concerns about 
its adequacy, especially for low income earners.20 Projections have shown that there 
is an $830b gap between the amount of superannuation savings people will need for 
retirement and what people will actually have saved for retirement by 2050.21 Concerns 
about the retirement savings of small business operators themselves underpins in part 
the generous capital gains tax (CGT) concessions potentially available to them.22

Table 1: Superannuation contributions

Type of contribution to 
superannuation

Jun 2011

($m)

Jun 2012

($m)

Jun 2013

($m)

Employer contributions 71,623 82,048 77,493

Member contributions 32,955 34,395 36,534

Other	contributions 1,299 1,282 1,259

Total contributions 105,877 117,725 115,286

Total assets at the end of the 
financial	year 1,336,454 1,399,200 1,618,967

Source: Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA), Annual superannuation bulletin 2013.

This has led to the system being redesigned over the years to try to increase employees 
(members) ownership/involvement with their superannuation savings. This is because 
it appears that employees can be disengaged with their superannuation savings, and 
are thereby passive and reluctant to make additional voluntary contributions.23 
Such notions saw the Howard Coalition Government introduce reforms to improve 
employee (member) “ownership” of superannuation, including greater ability for 

19 Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA), “APRA releases annual superannuation 
statistics to 30 June 2013”, media release, 8 January 2014. This is estimated to increase to $6 
trillion by 2037.

20 J Brogden (2012), “Superannuation fiddles only serve to shake confidence”, The Australian, 9 
May, at p 2.

21 Brogden, above n 20, at p 2.
22 In particular, ss 152–300 to 152-330 ITAA97. These provisions provide that a small business 

taxpayer over a lifetime can disregard up to $500,000 of capital gains of active assets. If they 
are less than 55 years of age, this disregarded capital gain must be contributed to a complying 
superannuation fund.

23 S Rafizadeh (2012), Drivers of the selection of superannuation funds: how do members choose 
funds and make switching choices? (PhD, Flinders University).
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members to choose different superannuation funds and penalties being directed to 
members for breaches of the rules.24

The design features behind the “guarantee” are not just the mandatory contributions, 
but mechanisms to ensure that the funds are still there at the time of members’ 
retirement and are not subjected to fraud or early release. At a basic level, this can be 
illustrated by the general structure of superannuation funds as a trust with member’s 
(beneficiary’s) funds held on trust by the managers (trustee). Also, there are a number 
of regulatory rules with which superannuation funds must comply with to be eligible 
for the concessional tax rate of 15%.25 The preservation rules exist to try to ensure 
retirement savings are not accessed until retirement or a condition of release has 
occurred.26 Furthermore, there are rules that relate to investment decisions, the use 
of borrowings and non-arm’s length income.27 All of these rules exist to enhance the 
protection of retirement savings.

A risk factor with the superannuation guarantee system is the timing of payments 
by employers on behalf of their employees. For example, while the superannuation 
guarantee liability may arise for an employer in respect of the payment of wages, there 
can be a delay in payment to the superannuation fund. In these circumstances, the 
amount of superannuation guarantee held by the employer is at risk of non-payment. 
For example, should the employer go bankrupt prior to the payment being made, then 
the amount of superannuation guarantee has legal status as an unsecured debt and the 
employee ranks with other unsecured creditors.28 To try to minimise this risk, a number 
of measures have been introduced. In particular, from 1 July 2002, an employer is 
obliged to contribute the superannuation guarantee amount within 28 days of the end 
of the relevant quarter when the superannuation guarantee obligation arose.29 If this 

24 For example, the tax on excess concessional contributions is payable by the relevant member:  
s 291-15 ITAA97.

25 The legislation regarding income taxation of super funds is now found in (Div 290 ITAA97) but 
it also depends to a degree on the legislation found in the Superannuation Industry (Supervision) 
Act 1993 (Cth) (SISA). The SISA (and regulations) dictates the operating standards for running 
a super fund, and if these are complied with, then the super fund is taxed concessionally (that is, 
15%) by the ITAA97. Although the tax rate on super fund income is 15% for a complying fund, 
if the SIS standards are not complied with, then the super fund is a non-complying fund and it 
is taxed at the highest marginal rate (45% for the 30 June 2014 year): Div 305 ITAA97.

26 Superannuation funds must comply with the preservation rules, which require certain benefits 
to be preserved until a “condition of release” affecting the member has been satisfied, which are 
either: (a) the member retires; (b) the member reaches their preservation age; (c) is permanently 
incapacitated; (d) is experiencing financial hardship; or (e) attains 65 years of age. For a recent 
example: Xu and FCT [2013] AATA 855 (AAT, Letcher QC SM, 2 December 2013).

27 S 295-545 ITAA97.
28 Precise details of this are discussed later in the article.
29 From 2002-03, it changed from annually to quarterly in arrears: Superannuation Guarantee 

Charge Amendment Act 2002 (Cth).
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timing is not met (or the superannuation guarantee incorrectly calculated), then the 
employer still has the obligation but they lose the tax deductibility of the payment, 
as well as becoming liable to interest and administration fees.30 This composite late 
payment penalty is known as the superannuation guarantee charge (SGC).

Of course, these measures cannot eliminate all of the risks from the superannuation 
guarantee system, and in particular, one area of concern is for employees of small 
businesses. Recent Australian Securities and Investment Commission (ASIC) statistics 
demonstrates that unpaid superannuation represents the largest category of unpaid 
entitlements in insolvency.31 Of course, these figures are unlikely to include pseudo 
contractor relationships established to try to circumvent an “employee relationship”. 
Indeed, the Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU) has made an estimate 
that nearly one-third of businesses are non-compliant with their superannuation 
guarantee obligations, with employees owed more than $900m in outstanding unpaid 
superannuation entitlements.32 However, in contrast, the ATO considers that overall 
compliance by employers is very good, as the SGC represents less than one per cent of 
the total superannuation paid by employers to funds.33 However, data demonstrates 
that the amount of SGC being collected has increased from 2011 to 2013 (Table 2).

Table 2: Superannuation guarantee charge (SGC)

Description
2010–11

($m)

2011–12

($m)

2012–13

($m)

SGC net cash collections 269 323 338

Entitlements distributed 258 295 312

Source: Taxation statistics 2011-12. Note: “Entitlements distributed” includes amounts transferred to 
the superannuation holding accounts special account.

30 If an employer does not make these contributions or incorrectly calculates the superannuation 
guarantee amount for an employee, then the penalties for the employer are as follows:  
(a) administration fee of $20 for each employee with a shortfall amount; (b) the shortfall amount; 
(c) 10% interest charge on the shortfall amount; and (d) amounts (a) to (c) not tax deductible 
for the employer. This amount is known as the superannuation guarantee charge and is not 
tax deductible: s 26–95 ITAA97. This means that the actual superannuation contribution (the 
shortfall amount) is no longer deductible for the employer. From 1 July 2003, the due dates for 
payments of superannuation guarantee amounts for each quarter is within 28 days of the end of 
the relevant quarter (being September, December, March and June). 

31 ASIC, Report 372 Insolvency statistics: external administrators reports (July 2012 to June 2013). 
This data indicates that 43.9% of administrations involved unpaid superannuation; compared to 
unpaid wages 20.8%, unpaid annual leave 25.2%, unpaid amounts in lieu of notice 15.2%, unpaid 
redundancy payments 9.9% and unpaid long service leave 10.3%.

32 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 32. However, it is not clear what data these 
estimates were based on.

33 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 32.
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In a way, the late payment of superannuation guarantee should not be an issue if the 
SGC raised is fully recovered by the ATO and paid to the employee’s superannuation 
account, as the SGC includes an interest calculation to compensate employees for 
the late payment. However, it appears that the SGC is not fully recovered by the ATO 
and, as the Inspector General of Taxation (Inspector General) observed, unrecovered 
SGC represents “lost retirement income for Australian employees”.34 While exact data 
about unrecovered SGC is difficult to ascertain, the Inspector General, through its 
analysis and questioning of the ATO, determined that the unrecovered SGC debt 
as a proportion of SGC collections has experienced an upward trend from 1998-
99 onwards, with SGC debt accumulating faster than SGC collections (Table 3).35 
However, the Inspector General raised the concern that these figures may under-
represent that actual non-compliance with the superannuation guarantee system, as 
the SGC is only raised when an employee notifies the ATO of a potential breach (known 
as an “employee notification”) or the ATO issues a default assessment.36 Consequently, 
the real dollar figure for non-compliance could be much higher, especially if concerns 
about pseudo contractor status are correct, and the misunderstanding of deemed 
employees.37

Table 3: Liabilities and collections of SGC

Description
2006–07

($m)

2007–08

($m)

2008–09

($m)

SGC raised 349.8 380.8 377

SGC collected 237.8 288.3 228.0

SGC debt 112 92.5 149

Source: Inspector-General of Taxation, Review into the ATO’s administration of the superannuation 
guarantee charge, 2010, Canberra, at p 85 (Note: “SGC raised” refers to liabilities raised in a particular 
income year. “SGC collected” refers to superannuation guarantee charge collected in an income year 
and may include liabilities raised in previous income years.)

Not only are employees missing out on superannuation contributions due to non-
compliance, their employers can obtain an unfair advantage to other competitors, 
as well as impose greater fiscal cost to the government in terms of higher future age 
pensions.38 An analysis of the SGC raised by market segment demonstrates that the 
micro and the lower end of the SME segment (that is, small businesses) are associated 
with the greatest percentage of non-compliance with superannuation guarantee 

34 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 83. 
35 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 86.
36 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 4.
37 Office of the Australian Building and Construction Commissioner (2011), Sham contracting 

inquiry: report 2011. Melbourne. Wallis, above n 3.
38 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 6.
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(Table 4).39 These findings indicated that micro-businesses were a significant concern, 
as close to 90% of SGC raised relates to this sector and this increases to 95% when 
micro and SME businesses are combined.40 

Table 4: SGC collected debt cases by segment

Entity type
2008–09

($m)

2009–10 (up to 
18 Dec 2008)

($m)

Number 
of SGC 

collected 
debt cases

Value of SGC 
collected 

debt cases

($m)

Government 2.5 1.3 29 1.7

Individuals 0.9 0.5 289 3.6

Micro-business 225.7 140.5 8,795 150.1

SME 134.3 83.3 962 69.39

Large business 10.8 4.1 39 1.2

Source: Inspector-General of Taxation, Review into the ATO’s administration of the superannuation 
guarantee charge, 2010, Canberra, at p 88.

The next section will analyse more closely the data about small business (non)
compliance with their superannuation guarantee obligations.

3. Compliance by Small Employers

While data of the compliance with superannuation guarantee is limited, a report of 
the Inspector General provides a useful summary of compliance surveys taken by the 
ATO in 2000 and 2006.41 The 2000 survey did not distinguish its findings by employer 
size; however, some of the findings are of interest.42 For example, 10% of employees 
received insufficient contributions with half of these receiving no contributions at 
all. For each employer, the average level of superannuation guarantee shortfall was 
$1,470 with about five employees per employer affected. It appears that knowledge or 
understanding by employers was part of the problem, as up to 40% of non-compliant 
employers were unaware they were not complying. However, conversely this would 
indicate that a majority of employers (60%) were aware of their non-compliance. The 
Inspector General’s report also noted that the 2000 survey had observed an increase 
in the number of employees receiving insufficient contributions compared to earlier 
surveys. 

39 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 41.
40 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 5.
41 Inspector General of Taxation, above n 1, at pp 31–41.
42 Inspector General of Taxation, above n 1, at pp 34–36.
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The 2006 survey conducted by the ATO focused on sectors that the ATO considered 
as potentially non-compliant (micro, SMEs, not-for-profit and government agencies) 
and it did distinguish its findings by employer size.43 Consequently, this 2006 survey 
may not be representative of all Australian employers given its focus on potential 
non-compliers. The 2006 survey found a drop in compliance with only 43% of 
employers fully compliant with their obligations, and 45% partially compliant. 
Indeed, 12% of employers did not make any contributions, with certain sectors having 
a higher incidence, with 18% micro employers and 4% SME employers not making 
any contributions. The survey found that 29% of micro employers and 18% of SME 
employers were not fully meeting their obligations. In particular, the report found 
that employees of micro employers and contract workers were more likely to not 
receive their superannuation guarantee entitlement.

In relation to employees of micro businesses, over a quarter of employees were 
assessed as having an average shortfall of about $280 for the quarter (mean figure) 
which represented on average about 82% of the amount that should have been 
contributed.44 For contracted workers there was almost 40% assessed as having 
a shortfall (average $459). Casual employees did not fare much better, with 30% 
having a shortfall, with a similar average to contracted workers.45 Almost one quarter 
of younger employees (18 to 25 year olds) had a shortfall, with the average being 
$159.46 It appears that particular industry sectors struggle with their superannuation 
guarantee obligations, with approximately one-third of employees in the following 
sectors having a superannuation guarantee shortfall: the arts and recreation services; 
the transport, postal and warehousing sectors; accommodation and food services; 
and the agriculture, forestry and fishing sector. The average of this non-compliance 
was from $39 to $416 — representing more than three quarters of the amount that 
should have been contributed for these employees.47 It also appeared those on lower 
wages were more likely affected as the average wage in the “high risk sectors” was less 
than $30,000.48 

This data suggests that SME (especially small) employers do have problems in meeting 
their superannuation guarantee obligations for their employees, as they appear more 
likely to not meet their obligations in full compared to other employers.49 However, 
other businesses, especially larger businesses, may be using sophisticated measures 
to minimise their superannuation guarantee obligations. This includes trying to 
ensure that operators engaged by them are seen as contractors rather than employees. 

43 Inspector General of Taxation, above n 1, at pp 36–38.
44 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 37.
45 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 37.
46 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 37.
47 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 37.
48 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 4.
49 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1.
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This remains an issue as concerns about superannuation guarantee compliance are 
reflected in the ATO’s audit plan for 2013-14, with 12,000 superannuation guarantee 
audits planned.50 The Inspector General’s report and other data illuminate some of 
the reasons for non-compliance with superannuation guarantee.

4. The reasons behind non-compliance

To provide a better understanding why some small business may be non-compliant 
with their superannuation guarantee obligations, the following reasons will be 
discussed: understanding, legitimacy, finance, cash flow, management practices, 
complexity, use of technology and independent contractors.

Understanding and legitimacy of super system

It is interesting to note that a lack of understanding of superannuation guarantee 
obligations is not raised as a common reason for non-compliance. This may be due 
to the availability of guidance material from the ATO, which the Australian National 
Audit Office described as comprehensive and effective in educating employers on 
their obligations.51 

The Inspector General’s report also supports the conclusion that most employers 
understand their superannuation guarantee obligations, noting the finding by the 
2006 ATO compliance survey that 60% of non-compliant employers were aware that 
they were not meeting their obligations. Also, at a fundamental level, some employers 
do not see the imposition of an obligation to make superannuation guarantee 
contributions on behalf of their employees as legitimate. This sentiment has even led 
an employer to challenge the constitutional validity of the superannuation guarantee 
legislation in the High Court, where it was decided that the superannuation guarantee 
legislation is valid and enforceable.52 However, the view that the superannuation 
guarantee is not legitimate does not appear to be widespread. Wallis has raised 
questions as to what extent the “deemed employees” are fully appreciated and 
understood. He outlines concerns with practices in the medical industry, engineers, 
geologists, mining industry, IT professionals and even accountants and lawyers.53

Instead, the commonly cited reasons for non-compliance are “cash-flow problems, 
administrative error, forgetting to pay superannuation and not having all the employee 
details needed to set up a superannuation account”.54 

50 ATO, Compliance in focus 2013-14, 2013, Canberra, at p 20.
51 Australian National Audit Office, Superannuation Guarantee, 1999, Canberra, at pp 49-54.
52 Roy Morgan Research Pty Ltd v FCT [2011] HCA 35; 2011 ATC 20–283 at [43]–[51] per French 

CJ, Gummow, Hayne, Crennan, Kiefel and Bell JJ.
53 Wallis, above n 3, at pp 32–33.
54 Inspector General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 37.
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Finance pressures

A reason for non-compliance by small businesses is the cost pressures that 
superannuation guarantee places on employers. This is because financing, whether 
from internal or external sources, is a problem confronting many small businesses.55 
To an extent, the financing problem can be self-inflicted.56

This financial pressure is likely to increase given that the superannuation guarantee 
rate is set to increase gradually over time to 12%, and 90% of SME employers who 
responded to a survey indicated they believed this would lead to increased costs for 
their business.57 This is because 56% of surveyed businesses believed the increased 
superannuation guarantee contributions will be in addition to pay rises, while only 
32% believed they will be able to factor the superannuation guarantee increase into 
future pay negotiations.58

This has now been backed up by recent focus groups and interviews by Colmar 
Brunton in November 2011.59 In these interviews, many individuals stated that 
businesses were already facing great financial hardship, and that even a small increase 
in superannuation requirements would have negative impacts.60

However, some employers indicated that they had tactics to fall within the exemptions 
to reduce their superannuation guarantee obligations.61 Examples included employing 
more staff on a casual basis to reduce the amount employees are paid per month to 
below $450, paying cash-in-hand and requesting that person set up a company to be 
engaged as a contractor.

55 This means small businesses can face higher borrowing costs than larger businesses. In Australia 
from 2001–2008, the lending rate for small business was on average 1.5% higher than for large 
businesses. This gap in the lending rate increased with the downturn in the economy to 2% 
as a result of a decline in the competitive banking market and tightening of bank lending 
standards: Australia, Department of Industry, Innovation, Science, Research and Tertiary 
Education, Australian small business key statistics and analysis, 2010, Canberra: Commonwealth 
of Australia, at p 61.

56 While the problems discussed could have equal application to large and widely held business, it 
is argued that inherently they can be more evident for small businesses.

57 P Stafford, (2011) Majority of SMEs believe boost in super guarantee will come on top of pay rises [cited 
19 August 2013]. Available from www.smartcompany.com.au/superannuation/044555-20110701-
majority-of-smes-believe-boost-in-super-guarantee-will-come-on-top-of-pay-rises-2.html.

58 Stafford, above n 57.
59 Colmar Brunton, (2012) Super reforms administrative design research: qualitative findings, 

Canberra, at p 13. This research involved a series of eight focus groups and 65 in-depth 
interviews.

60 Colmar Brunton, above n 59, at p 13: the grave concerns expressed by individuals regarding the 
impact of the reforms on small business were sometimes more pessimistic than the concerns 
expressed by small businesses employers themselves.

61 Colmar Brunton, above n 59, at p 22.
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In addition, anecdotal reports suggest that some small business employers use their 
superannuation guarantee contributions as working capital during difficult business 
conditions.62 This can relate to the financing problems that small businesses confront 
and the provisioning of superannuation guarantee may be too tempting to meet cash 
flow shortages. One employee has even reported being told by his employer:63

“it was either my job or my super. He said the company hadn’t been 
performing well and he needed the money to pay for materials.”

Even the loss of a tax deduction due to the late or under-payment of superannuation 
guarantee via the SGC does not appear to be a cause of concern when businesses 
are “teetering on the edge of insolvency” with unremitted superannuation amounts 
providing a welcome source of temporary working capital.64 In addition, the self-
assessing nature of the Australian income tax system means some employers may 
continue to claim tax deductions in relation to late superannuation contributions 
despite the fact they are not entitled to do so under the legislation, particularly in the 
case of employers who do not comprehend the different treatment between on time 
and late superannuation contributions.

Cash flow

A related issue to finance is the cash flow of a business, which inturns influences 
liquidity. Liquidity is the ability to meet short-term commitments as measured 
by working capital, being current assets minus current liabilities.65 It appears that 
small businesses may be struggling to provision for the on-cost that can relate to the 
payment of wages. These on-costs can include the obligation to pay the superannuation 
guarantee, WorkCover and payroll tax — which when totalled can add another 25% 
to 29% to the initial wages cost.

Research has demonstrated that cash flow stability has a positive relationship with firm 
age and the level of retained profits held, use of external advisers and computerised 
accounting software, higher profit margins, business size and employment of staff.66 

62 L Parker, “Missing contributions”, Sydney Morning Herald, 8 August 2012, at p 8.
63 K Barrymore, “Super’s missing link” Herald Sun, 19 February 2011, at p 83.
64 H Anderson and T Hardy (2014) “Who should be the super police? Detection and recovery of 

unremitted superannuation” 37(1), UNSW Law Journal 162 at 171.
65 M Drever and P Hutchinson (2007) “Industry differences in the determinant of the liquidity of 

Australian small and medium enterprises” 15(1) Small Enterprise Research 60. 
66 Drever and Hutchinson, above n 65, at pp 65 and 73; L Libermann-Yaconi, T Hopper and  

K Hutchings (2010) “Toward a model of understanding strategic decision-making in micro-
firms: exploring the Australian information technology sector” 48(1) Journal of Small Business 
Management 70, at pp 73-74; Ness, above n 9, at pp 3 and 5.
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However, cash flow stability has a negative relationship with tax liabilities, high debt, 
easy access to trade credit, trading practices of debtors, use of a bank overdraft, single 
ownership, finance charges, government policies and regulations.67 Those auxiliary 
factors that are identified as being most influential on cash flow and liquidity of 
small business include business size and number of employees, use of a computerised 
accounting system (CAS), firm age, influence of owner characteristics, industry and 
trade credit and use of external advisers.68 

Small businesses can face difficulty managing their cash flow when they do not 
have a well-established accounting and data management system, as well as a lack 
of skilled staff to manage this.69 Issues with liquidity have diminished with advances 
in technology and higher concentration of smaller firms implementing the use of a 
CAS.70 It has been argued that greater firm success is related to the use of a CAS for 
cash flow management purposes as well as taxation requirements.71

67 Drever and Hutchinson, above n 65, at pp 64, 65 and 74; Ness, above n 9; M Niskanen, M and 
J Niskanen (2010) “Small business borrowing and the owner-manager agency costs: evidence 
on Finnish data”, 48(1) Journal of Small Business Management 16, at p 17. Factors that may have 
contradictory effects on cash flow depending on the situation of the business are the amount 
of capital held, debt finance, industry trading practices, level of tangible assets, innovation and 
local and world economies. Drever and Hutchinson, above n 65, at p 65; L Libermann-Yaconi, 
T Hopper and K Hutchings (2010) “Toward a model of understanding strategic decision-making 
in micro-firms: exploring the Australian information technology sector” 48(1) Journal of Small 
Business Management 70, at pp 73-74.

68 D Gadenne, (1998) “Critical success factors for small business: an inter-industry comparison” 
17(1) International Small Business Journal 36; G Hall, and B Young (1991) “Factors associated 
with insolvency amongst small firms” 9(2) International Small Business Journal 54; X Huang and 
A Brown (1999) “An analysis and classification of problems in small business” 18(1) International 
Small Business Journal 73; B Kotey (1999) “Debt financing and factors internal to the business” 
17(3) International Small Business Journal 11; G Saridakis, K Mole and G Hay (2012) “Liquidity 
constraints in the first year of trading and firm performance” 31(5) International Small Business 
Journal 520; C Wu and A Young (2003) “Factors resulting in success and failures for small 
business in the Small Business Institute Program at Syracuse University” 17(2) Economic 
Development Quarterly 205. 

69 Wu and Young, above n 68. 
70 Wu and Young, above n 68. 
71 Ness, above n 9, at p 7.
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In Australia it appears that taxes also hinder financing, as taxes are identified as the 
primary constraint on investment for small businesses.72 This is reinforced by the fact 
that small businesses account for two-thirds of unpaid taxes to the ATO.73

Small business viability can be affected by the requirement to pay taxes.74 One cause 
of this is that there is a delay in time between the tax liability being incurred and the 
obligation to remit it to the tax authority. The time delay can result in the tax liability 
portion being used as working capital in the short term, leaving a shortfall when the 
due date for payment arises. In order to minimise the likelihood of this occurring, 
small businesses need to engage in strong cash flow management practices to alleviate 
any short term cash restrictions. These restrictions can occur for a number of reasons, 
such as fluctuations in business cycles and trade credit to customers. However, this 
can be a lesson learnt too late for some operators.

It may be that, more than finance pressures, the real issue with superannuation 
guarantee is cash flows and their management. Employee entitlements to wages and 
superannuation are cash flows that must happen and cannot wait; therefore small 
businesses need to manage their cash flows better to ensure sufficient cash is available 
to meet these outlays as they fall due. This potential is demonstrated by data that 
small businesses are likely to pay superannuation guarantee quarterly rather than 
monthly, especially compared to large businesses.75 

72 Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (2003) Survey of small business: identifying 
trends and conditions within the small business sector, at p 7: “Top five constraints on investment: 
small business: business taxes and charges; Availability of suitably qualified employees; wage 
costs; state government regulations; non-wage labour costs. Medium Business: business taxes 
and government charges; availability of suitably qualified employees; local competition; non-
wage labour costs; state government regulation. Large business: federal government regulations; 
availability of suitably qualified employees; state government regulations; wage costs; business 
taxes and government regulations”.

73 C Brinsden (2007) “Small business account for two-thirds of unpaid taxes”, 13 June. Also, cash 
restrictions in small businesses are substantiated by the number of interest-free loans issued 
by the ATO to small business clients. For example 35,900 loans were recorded at 30 June 2012 
indicating that small businesses were experiencing some form of short-term cash flow difficulty: 
ATO, 2013 Back to business, Canberra. Available from www.ato.gov.au/Business/Activity-
statements/In-detail/Bulletins/2012-13/Back-to-business-bulletin---Quarter-3-2012-13/.

74 P Hutchinson (2004) “How much does growth determine SME’s capital structure?” 12(1) Small 
Enterprise Research 81, at p 89.

75 Colmar Brunton (2012). Super reforms research: employers quantitative findings. Canberra: 
Colmar Brunton, at p 8: The majority of employers make superannuation guarantee payments 
for employees monthly (58%) or quarterly (35%). A significantly lower proportion of small 
employers (56%) make monthly superannuation guarantee payments for employees, compared 
to medium (75%) and large-sized employers (80%). A significantly lower proportion of large 
employers (2%) make quarterly superannuation guarantee contributions compared to medium 
(17%) and small-sized employers (38%).
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Management practices

Another reason why small businesses struggle with superannuation guarantee 
obligations can be due to management structure and practices, and this can be related 
to managing cash flows and dealing with the complexity of the system.

A small business is normally owned, managed and financed by a single or small 
number of individuals.76 Generally, this means that owners are solely responsible 
for decision making and the investment of working capital for the business. In 
Australia, 85% or 1,820,952 businesses have four or less employees.77 Due to the high 
concentration of small firms with four or less employees, it is not unreasonable to 
suggest that the majority of Australian businesses are managed by their owners.78 

A consequence of this is that the ownership role is a multi-tasking exercise with 
owners often required to be the production, financial, marketing and operations 
manager.79 Predominantly, the skills of small business owners are confined to the 
goods and services that they provide and do not extend to these extra management 
tasks.80 Owners are left to develop management practices on an as-needed basis, 
which can lead to the use of unstructured and inefficient practices.81 A lack of formal 
systematic procedures can restrict the owners’ ability to recognise a downturn with 
incoming cash flow and overall financial performance.82

For continued performance, success and business survival it is necessary to 
implement effective decision making and planning practices.83 These practices enable 

76 J Glover and B Tran-Nam (2005) “The GST recurrent compliance costs/benefits of small business 
in Australia: a case study approach” 1(2) Journal of the Australian Tax Teachers Association 237; B 
Freudenberg (2009) “Tax transparent companies: striving for tax neutrality? A legal international 
comparative study of tax transparent companies and their potential application for Australian 
closely held businesses, PhD, Griffith University.

77 Australian Bureau of Statistics (2013) Counts of Australian businesses including entries and exits 
(Jun 2008 to Jun 2012), Cat no. 8165.0. Canberra: ABS.

78 B Freudenberg (2011) Tax flow-through companies. CCH and ATTA Doctorial series No. 2, 
CCH, Sydney. 

79 S Basu (1986) “Problems of small business” 5(4) A Journal of Applied Economics and Policy 92,  
at p 108.

80 A Hansford, J Hasseldine and C Howorth (2003) “Factors affecting the costs of UK vat 
compliance for small and medium-sized enterprises” 21(4) Environment and Planning: C, 
Government Policy 479.

81 Basu, above n 79, at p 108; S Perera and P Baker (2007) “Performance measurement practices in 
small and medium size manufacturing enterprises in Australia” 15(2) Small Enterprise Research 
10, at p 13.

82 Perera and Baker, above n 81, at p 15.
83 L Libermann-Yaconi, T Hopper and K Hutchings (2010) “Toward a model of understanding 

strategic decision-making in micro-firms: exploring the Australian information technology 
sector” 48(1) Journal of Small Business Management 70, at p 71.
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management to identify areas that will give them a competitive advantage in the 
market place and assist with obtaining finance should it be needed to support long-
term growth. Unfortunately, effective decision making and planning is something 
that may not be established in small businesses, as they are often impromptu and not 
influenced by activities that are external to the business.84 Prior research indicates 
that planning of small businesses only extends to external information in the situation 
of considerable market or economic downturn.85 Predominantly, small businesses’ 
forecasts are tainted by optimistic and over confident views of the market by owners 
and use of previous projections and growth patterns to predict future business 
activity.86 Unrealistic forecasting and planning affects rational commercial decision 
making, which in turn places pressure on the continued viability of the business.87

Securing a competent workforce also presents difficulty for small businesses. Lower 
levels of knowledge and skill are related to smaller businesses suggesting a shortage of 
expertise in businesses with a small number of employees.88 Recruitment of a skilled 
workforce is impacted by the level of wages, benefits, job security and training of 
potential employees. Employees can prefer the stability, greater autonomy and higher 
level of benefits that are available from larger firms in comparison to small.89 This 
can mean that small businesses are left to rely on employees with a lower level of 
knowledge than what is required for success. Also, in terms of getting employees to 
deal with matters relating to finance and money, not only do they need skills, but the 
small business operator needs to trust them as they may not have the capacity to have 
detail audit procedures in place.

This management structure and practice has been recently evidenced by Lignier, 
Evans and Tran-Nam in their compliance costs study of Australian businesses.90 Their 
findings confirm that more than 75% of tax compliance work in micro and small 
business was undertaken either by the owners and/or unpaid helpers.91 In comparison, 
for medium-sized enterprise, over two-thirds (67%) of their tax compliance work was 
undertaken by employed personnel.92

84 G Cassar and B Gibson (2007) “Forecast rationality in small firms” 45(3) Journal of Small 
Business Management 283, at p 284.

85 M Bumgardner, U Buehlmann, A Schuter and J Crissey (2011) “Competitive actions of small 
firms in a declining market” 49(4) Journal of Small Business Management 578, at p 579.

86 Cassar and Gibson, above n 84, at p 291; Libermann-Yaconi, Hopper and Hutchings, above n 83, 
at p 76. 

87 Cassar and Gibson, above n 84, at p 284.
88 Huang and Brown, above n 68, at p 78.
89 Hall and Young, above n 68.
90 P Lignier, C Evans and B Tran-Nam (2014) “Tangled up in tape: the continuing tax compliance 

plight of the small and medium enterprise business sector” 29(2) Australian Tax Forum 217.
91 Lignier, Evans and Tran-Nam, above n 90, at p 239.
92 Lignier, Evans and Tran-Nam, above n 90, at p 239: table 7.
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Table 5: Proportion of time spent

Category of people Micro (%) Small (%) Medium (%)

Valid 178 262 126

Business associates (owners etc) 71.8 70.6 33.7

Mangers other than owners 2.8 8.8 25.3

Qualified	accountants	(employees) 14.8 7.9 23.3

Other	employees 5.1 6.8 18.6

Unpaid friends and relatives 6.0 6.1 0.2

Total 100% 100% 100%

Source: P Lignier, C Evans and B Tran-Nam, “Tangled up in tape: the continuing tax compliance plight 
of the small and medium enterprise business sector”, (2014) 29(2) Australian Tax Forum 217 at 240 
(Table 12: Proportion of time spent by different people on tax compliance activities).

Accordingly, it appears that it may be system failures or the lack of dedicated “pay roll 
staff ” contributing to the non-compliance by small businesses. Another issue is that, 
given that these compliance issues are likely to be dealt with by the principal decision 
maker, it is likely to distract them from their core role, as well as lead to inadvertent 
non-compliance.93

The potential impact of employment-related issues, such as superannuation guarantee, 
on small businesses is detailed in a Board of Taxation study that found that rather than 
“tax” per se, the application of other regulations can increase overall compliance cost 
burden, such as employment issues, superannuation, occupation health and safety, 
and workplace relations legislation.94 Indeed, it was concluded that two of the factors 
that drive up tax compliance costs for small businesses are employment of staff and 
excessive choice.95 

93 B Freudenberg, B Tran-Nam, S Karlinsky and R Gupta (2012) “A comparative analysis of tax 
advisers’ perception of small business tax law complexity: United States, Australia and New 
Zealand” 27(4) Australian Tax Forum 677, at p 710.

94 Board of Taxation (2007) Scoping study of small business tax compliance costs: a report to the 
Treasurer, Attorney-General’s Department, Canberra, December, at pp 105–108.

95 Board of Taxation, above n 94, at p 48. The factors identified as driving up compliance costs 
include employment of staff, industry, complexity of tax system, excessive choice, inconsistent 
law applying across taxing jurisdictions and use of tax system for non-tax measures. Factors 
identified as driving down compliance costs were business confidence in tax professionals, 
spread of cheap advanced technology and computerisation and greater use of para-professionals 
(such as bookkeepers).
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Complexity of system

Tax complexity is of concern for small businesses as research has demonstrated 
that they have the least capacity to cope with the burden of regulations.96 Further, 
primarily because of economies of scale, tax compliance costs tend to be regressive.97 
Even if not regressive, tax compliance costs can detract from the economic efficiency 
of a business, especially if there are insufficient benefits obtained from the compliance 
activity.98 Also, tax compliance costs are not just purely financial, as non-financial 
costs can include stress, as well as distracting the owner-manager from the core 
business.99 However, these findings need to be balanced against arguments that small 
businesses may have greater non-compliance which, to an extent, may offset the 
regressive nature of compliance costs.100

It appears that the superannuation system is seen as complex by both employers and 
their advisers. This is supported by findings of the ATO’s SME Perceptions Survey 
which has seen a growth in the perception of complexity over recent years, from 63% 
in 2011 to 71% in 2013.101

Some research appears to indicate complexity problems with employment issues and, 
in particular, superannuation. For example, while 97% of SMEs are very or reasonably 

96 Small Business Deregulation Task Force (1996) Time for business, AGPS: Canberra, at pp 13 and 19.
97 C Evans, K Ritchie, B Tran-Nam and M Walpole (1997) A report into taxpayer costs of compliance. 

Canberra: AGPS. C Coleman and C Evans (2003) “Tax compliance issues for small business 
in Australia”, Taxing small business: developing good tax policies, Australian Tax Research 
Foundation: Sydney (Conference series 23): 147. K Ritchie (2002) New Zealand small business tax 
compliance costs – some empirical evidence, Wellington: Inland Revenue. More recently, Lignier 
and Evans’ study confirmed that tax compliance costs continue to be regressive, particularly at 
the lower end of small business (less than $3m): P Lignier and C Evans (2012) “The rise and rise 
of tax compliance costs for the small business sector in Australia”, paper presented at the 10th 
International Tax Administrative Conference, Sydney, April 2 –3, at pp 5-7. A “small business” was 
defined as 50 or less full-time employees equivalent and questions addressed the 30 June 2010 
financial year. The survey was completed by 159 small businesses in Australia. It was observed 
that compliance cost appeared to “flatten out” around the $3m threshold.

98 F Chittenden, S Kauser and P Poutziouris (2000) Regulatory burdens of small business: a literature 
review: University of Manchester, at p 10. S Sandford, S and P Hardwick (1989) Administrative 
and compliance costs of taxation, Bath: Fiscal Publications.

99 Board of Taxation, above n 94, at p 7: finding 6.
100 J Slemrod, J (2004) “Small business and the tax system”, in H Aaron and J Slemrod (eds), The 

crisis in tax administration, Washington DC: Brookings Institute Press. 
101 ATO (2014) Small and medium enterprise perceptions survey (SMEPS) 2013. ATO’s SME 

perceptions survey 2013: SMEs are finding their business tax affairs are becoming increasingly 
complex — 2013: 71%; 2012: 69%; 2011: 63%.
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confident in managing their PAYG withholding tax, only 80% are confident in their 
understanding of superannuation obligations for contractors.102

Data by Colmar Brunton demonstrates that superannuation is seen by most 
employers as a major cost and administrative burden.103 This was particularly acute 
for small businesses, as they are sensitive to the cost and administrative burden of 
superannuation.104

Lignier et al conducted a large-scale survey of 10,000 SME firms in Australia in early 
2013. One of the findings was that employment rated taxes (including superannuation) 
is the 2nd largest group in terms of compliance time for Australian SMEs.105 This 
research also confirmed the regressive nature of compliance costs, especially for small 
businesses (Table 6: Tax compliance cost: Australian SMEs6).106 

Table 6: Tax compliance cost: Australian SMEs

Type of tax Micro (hrs) Small (hrs) Medium (hrs)

GST 15.8 66.6 148.5

Income tax (exc CGT) 15.7 35.0 55.4

Employee withholding tax 2.4 21.4 54.5

Employee superannuation 1.4 (0.09%) 13.2 (20%) 46.2 (31%)

Payroll tax 0 1.1 35.6

Total 37.5 143.6 482.2

Source: P Lignier, C Evans and B Tran-Nam, “Tangled up in tape: The continuing tax compliance 
plight of the small and medium enterprise business sector”, (2014) 29(2) Australian Tax Forum, 217 at 
238 (extract of Table 10: Annual time (hours) spent on specific taxes).

When compared to the study by Evans et al twenty years earlier, it becomes evident 
that the time spent on employee-related taxes has grown significantly. Indeed, 
compliance hours with employee superannuation has increased fivefold from three 
hours in 1995 to 18.6 hours in 2013 (Table 7: Tax compliance cost: Australian SMEs 
1995 compared with 20137).

102 ATO, above n 101.
103 Colmar Brunton, above n 59, at p 19.
104 Colmar Brunton, above n 59, at p 19.
105 Lignier, Evans and Tran-Nam, above n 90, at p 238.
106 Lignier, Evans and Tran-Nam, above n 90, at p 241: “Although absolute compliance costs per 

entity in each category increased with firm size, relative costs measured as a proportion of 
turnover decreased as the firm size grew (Table 14): average gross compliance cost per A$1000 
of turnover were A$90.45 for micro businesses, but decreased to A$11.72 for small firms and 
A$2.10 for medium sized entities.” 
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Table 7: Tax compliance cost: Australian SMEs 1995 compared with 2013

Type of tax Evans et al 1995 (hrs) Lignier, Evans and 
Tran-Nam, 2013 (hrs)

GST NA 68.8

Income tax (exc CGT) 25.6 33.4

Employee withholding tax 6.0 35.8

Employee superannuation 3 18.6

Payroll tax 0 10.8

Total 40.1 185.4

Source: P Lignier, C Evans and B Tran-Nam, “Tangled up in tape: the continuing tax compliance 
plight of the small and medium enterprise business sector”, (2014) 29(2) Australian Tax Forum, 217 
at 239 (extract of Table 11: Mean annual compliance time (hours) on specific taxes: comparison with 
previous research). 

Part of the complexity of superannuation can be that research indicates the frequency 
of legislative changes can drive up compliance costs.107 Research concerning the 
complexity around retirement savings (including superannuation) can be interrelated 
to the frequency of change that occurs with the Australian superannuation regime.108 
These changes can reflect governments struggling to introduce policies that address 
the ageing population and the strains on revenue that this entails.109 

This notion of change driving up complexity and tax compliance cost is reflected in 
the Lignier, Evans and Tran-Nam study (Table 8: Drivers of tax compliance costs8).

A 2010 study of Australian tax practitioners indicates that superannuation was the 
area that they found most difficult to “stay on top of ” (66%), followed by CGT (49%) 
and FBT (39%).110 This was supported by the fact that when asked about which area 
of the tax legislation was perceived as the most complex, superannuation was the most 
frequently nominated (31%) followed by international tax (18%) and CGT (17%).111 

107 Freudenberg, Tran-Nam, Karlinsky and Gupta, above n 93, at p 708: “One of the strongest 
similarities between all three studies is the high ranking of ‘frequency of tax law changes’ as 
increasing complexity for advisers: the United States 4th, Australia 2nd and 4th for New 
Zealand.” 

108 Freudenberg, Tran-Nam, Karlinsky and Gupta, above n 93, at p 696: “Another underlying reason 
for the complexity with retirement savings could be the ‘frequency of tax law changes’ that can 
occur in this area. It should be recalled that ‘frequency of tax law change’ was the 2nd most 
complex in Australia ...”.

109 Freudenberg, Tran-Nam, Karlinsky and Gupta, above n 93, at p 696. For example, over the last 
number of years the Australian Government has changed the amounts that can go into the 
concessional superannuation tax environment to help address the federal Budget deficit.

110 Colmar Brunton (2012) Super reforms research: literature review. Canberra: Colmar Brunton, at 
p 12.

111 Colmar Brunton, above n 110, at p 12.
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In this way, the cycle of continuous tax reform can see the potential deskilling of tax 
advisers as they need to consistently stay abreast of the latest legislative reforms, cases 
and ATO interpretation and practices.

It should be appreciated that the Australian self-assessment system has caused a 
movement in compliance burden from government agencies to taxpayers, especially 
business taxpayers who are used frequently as a withholding/collecting mechanism. 
Given the move to self-assessment, jurisdictions are relying more and more on 
advisers to support and assist taxpayers to meet their tax obligations.112 For example, 
in Australia over 80% of taxpayers use a tax agent to assist them with preparing 
their tax returns.113 Lignier et al found that with the self-assessment regime, “there 
is now overwhelming evidence suggesting that compliance cost considerably exceed 
administration costs”.114 

Choice of funds

One commonly cited cause of complexity for SME employers is the choice of fund 
rules introduced in 2005, which allow employees to nominate the superannuation 
fund their employer must make superannuation guarantee contributions to.115

112 Freudenberg, Tran-Nam, Karlinsky and Gupta, above n 93, at p 709.
113 ATO (2012) Taxation statistics 2009-10: a summary of tax returns for the 2009-10 income year 

and other reported tax information for the 2009-10 financial year, Canberra: Australian Taxation 
Office.

114 Lignier, Evans and Tran-Nam, above n 90, at p 224. 
115 M Laurence, M (2009) “The twilight zone” Intheblack 79.11 (Dec 2009): 34, at pp 34-35.

Table 8: Drivers of tax compliance costs

Drivers of tax compliance costs All 
(score)

Micro 
(score)

Small 
(score)

Medium 
(score)

The complexity of tax laws 6.22 (1st) 5.88 (1st) 6.10 (2nd) 7.02 (2nd)

The compliance and regulatory tax 
requirements	imposed	by	the	ATO

6.20 (2nd) 5.73 (2nd) 6.25 (1st) 6.81 (3rd)

The frequency of changes in 
tax law

5.43 (3rd) 5.13 (3rd) 5.32 (3rd) 6.13 (4th)

The number of different taxes that 
your business has to deal with

5.03 (4th) 3.86 (5th) 4.91 (4th) 7.06 (1st)

The industry sector in which your 
business is involved

4.68 (5th) 4.18 (4th) 4.72 (5th) *5.37 (6th) 

Source: P Lignier, C Evans and B Tran-Nam ,“Tangled up in tape: the continuing tax compliance 
plight of the small and medium enterprise business sector”, (2014) 29(2) Australian Tax Forum 217 at 
246. Impact scored on a scale from 0 (no impact) to 10 (enormous impact) (extract — Top 5 drivers) 
(*the 5th driver for Medium was the compliance and regulatory tax requirements imposed by states/
territory at 6.07).
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It appears that the Howard Coalition Government’s reforms to try to encourage 
greater engagement by members (employees) with their superannuation savings, in 
particular the choice of superannuation fund measure, has driven up the compliance 
burden for superannuation, especially for employers. Part of the compliance issue 
for all employers (regardless of size) identified by the Colmar Brunton study is that 
employers have to pay contributions to multiple superannuation funds due to the 
choice regime and chase up employees on administrative things such as a tax file 
number (TFN).116

Prior to the change in 2005, employers chose the fund to which superannuation 
guarantee contributions were made to, and commonly used one fund for all their 
employees. Under choice of fund rules, employers are now faced with making 
contributions to multiple funds, each of which can have their own payment processes, 
thus increasing the time and cost for them to comply with their obligations. Research 
by Ernst and Young found the choice of fund rules increased superannuation guarantee 
compliance costs for employers by $50m per annum, with a disproportionate burden 
falling on small business employers compared to large employers with a dedicated 
payroll function.117 It appears that while the introduction of the choice regime was 
to engage employees more with their superannuation entitlements, it has resulted 
in increased cost for employers. This highlights concerns raised by Freudenberg 
et al that a shift to self-funded retirement has led to a shift also in compliance cost 
from governments to taxpayers.118 Also, research has demonstrated that retirement 
planning is one of the areas highlighted as the most complex by small business 
advisers.119 A report to The Board of Taxation confirms this, as issues related to 
superannuation guarantee charges rank very highly on the list of concerns of small 
businesses.120 

Use of technology 

Another factor behind non-compliance by small business with superannuation 
guarantee obligations is their use of technology, including the use of CAS and the 
method by which contributions are made. In an age where electronic dealings are 
commonplace, it has been estimated that up to 80% of superannuation guarantee 
contributions are made manually, with the employer sending paperwork and a 
cheque to the superannuation fund for processing.121 Small business employers are 

116 Colmar Brunton, above n 59, at p 19.
117 Ernst and Young Australia (2008) The super iceberg: what’s beneath the surface of choice? [cited 

29 September 2013]. Available at www.investmentlink.com.au/resources/pdf/EY%20super%20
choice%20report.pdf.

118 Freudenberg, Tran-Nam, Karlinsky and Gupta, above n 93, at p 693.
119 Freudenberg, Tran-Nam, Karlinsky and Gupta, above n 93.
120 M McKerchar, H Hodgson and M Walpole (2006) Final report: scoping study on the costs of 

compliance of small business, at p 45.
121 Laurence, above n 115, at pp 35–36.
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more likely to make manual superannuation guarantee contributions than large 
employers, with the problems of this approach including that thousands of unsigned 
cheques are returned each day and contributions do not always match the supporting 
documentation provided by employers.122 

Ness123 along with Wu and Young124 advocate that smaller firms have a higher 
likelihood of success when they use a CAS. The CAS is proposed to be important to 
cash flow management aiding small firms in having greater understanding of their 
financial position.125 Consequently, this can influence cash flow management. 

Recent data continues to identify the use of paper-based processes for small businesses, 
with 36% using mixture of paper-based and electronic processes and 12% using solely 
paper-based processes.126 In terms of payroll, a significantly higher proportion of 
small employers (12%) use a solely paper-based process compared to medium (3%) 
and large-sized employers (2%).127 The main reason posited by small employers for 
not adopting an electronic payroll system is the “business is too small” (56%), followed 
by “no benefit” (18%) and “not computer literate/don’t use a computer” (10%).128 

However, this research did not explore to what extent there was any actual analysis 
of data from the CAS or the level of sophistication of the use of the CAS. While it 
does appear that many small businesses can have a CAS,129 Belle Isle et al suggests 
that while there was “evidence of having a CAS, more detailed analysis demonstrated 
that the use the CAS was very rudimentary and that there was a lack of engagement 
in financial management practices or a systematic process”.130 In addition, many 
small businesses described their cash management practice as “eye balling” the bank 
account, even though their business had a CAS.131 This could in part relate to an 
optimistic view of small business owners in their own ability to implement cash flow 
management procedures.132 

122 Laurence, above n 115, at p 35.
123 Ness, above n 9, at p 7.
124 Wu and Young, above n 68.
125 Ness, above n 9, at p 7.
126 Colmar Brunton, above n 75, at p 8. 46% of all employers manage the payroll internally using an 

electronic process.
127 Colmar Brunton, above n 75, at p 8.
128 Colmar Brunton, above n 75, at p 12: of the 12% of small employers who manage their payroll 

internally using a paper-based process, only 17% had considered moving to electronic processes.
129 M Belle Isle, B Freudenberg and R Copp (2014) “Cash flow benefit from GST: is it realised by 

small businesses in Australia?” 29(3) Australian Tax Forum 417.
130 M Belle Isle, and B Freudenberg. “Calm waters: GST and cash flow stability for small businesses 

in Australia?” (forthcoming) eJournal of Tax Research.
131 Belle Isle and Freudenberg, above n 130, at p 30.
132 Cassar and Gibson, above n 84, at p 291.
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The antiquated methods of making superannuation contributions used by many 
employers could be contributing to their non-compliance. In the Colmar Brunton 
study, 46% of employers use cheques as one of the methods to make super payments, 
with 44% only using electronic means.133 Small business feature prominently in those 
only using cheques for making superannuation contributions, with 25% of small-
sized employers, 13% of medium-sized and 6% of large employers using cheques.134 
The main reason provided for this was “convenience” (39%).135

The ownership of CAS and the level of sophisticated use of it are important 
considerations when recent reforms and initiatives are discussed later (especially the 
Government Clearing House and SuperStream).

Independent contractors

While the non-compliance considered above concerned employers failing to contribute 
the full amount on behalf of their employees, another area of non-compliance is the 
misclassification of employees as “independent contractors”, who may not be entitled 
to superannuation guarantee. A fundamental cornerstone for the superannuation 
guarantee system is that essentially the superannuation guarantee system applies to 
“employees” and not (generally) independent contractors.136 However, this distinction 
is not always clear and is subject to manipulation. Gangemi outlines a number of 
recent cases that have grappled with this distinction including Trifunovski,137 Dick v 
Voros,138 Hollis v Vabu139 and On Call.140 These cases indicate that there has been a 
move away from the “control test” to a more “multifactorial approach” to determine 
whether an employment relationship exists.141 However, this distinction may be 
misunderstood or legally manipulated to circumvent the obligations that arise with 
an employee.

It is in this area that small business operators themselves may be taken advantage 
of by other (often larger) businesses as the other business forces or tries to create 
the impression of a “contractor” relationship rather than one of employment of 

133 Colmar Brunton, above n 75, at p 9.
134 Colmar Brunton, above n 75, at p 9.
135 Colmar Brunton, above n 75, at p 12.
136 While the term “employee” takes it ordinary common law meaning, the superannuation 

guarantee system is extended to include other persons, for instance, a person engaged under 
a contract that is wholly or principally for labour even if an ABN is quoted is deemed to be 
employee for superannuation guarantee purposes. Note the prior discussion about some 
individual contractors being “deemed employees” for superannuation guarantee purposes. 

137 ACE Insurance Ltd v Trifunovski [2013] FCAFC 3.
138 Alan Dick v James Voros [2013] FWC 6715.
139 Hollis v Vabu Pty Ltd [2001] HCA 44.
140 On Call Interpreters and Translators Agency Pty Ltd v FCT (No 3) [2011] FCA 366.
141 Gangemi, above n 12, at p 39.
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the  operator. The cases listed above detail many instances when this has been the 
situation. The legitimacy of such pseudo contractor relationships has been called by 
some as a “sham”.142 In attempts to circumvent the “deemed employee” of individual 
contractors (that is, a sole trader), operators may be forced to incorporate or trade 
through a trust. The ATO is of the opinion that the deemed employee provisions only 
apply to individual contractors, not businesses operated through a company or trust.143 
Even when there is a sole trader, Wallis queries to what extent there is knowledge of and 
compliance with the deemed employee provisions for superannuation guarantee.144 
This may mean many business operators who are sole traders providing labour of the 
person should be a deemed employee for superannuation guarantee but this is in fact 
is not occurring.

In an audit targeted at industries at risk of engaging in this conduct, the Fair Work 
Ombudsman found that 23% of enterprises had misclassified employees and 
that of these, one-third had done so recklessly or deliberately.145 This deliberate 
misclassification may be to lower labour costs. This is because the legal distinction 
between whether someone is an employee or contractor may influence legal 
responsibility for actions, such as workers’ compensation, as well as additional 
employment taxes and charges (such as payroll tax, superannuation contributions 
and insurance premiums).146 While acknowledging the audit was targeted at high-
risk industries, the Fair Work Ombudsman concluded that the misclassification of 
employees was “reasonably common”.147

The Inspector General received many submissions and evidence detailing the 
practice of misclassifying workers as subcontractors, rather than employees, to 
avoid superannuation guarantee obligations.148 Independent contractors can be 
concentrated in certain industries, as the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) found 
that there are now 967,000 independent contractors, with close to one-third in the 
construction industry.149 The size of these independent contracting businesses is 
generally small, although collectively they can account for greater than three-quarters 
of the workers in the construction industry.150

The “independent contractor” status of many workers has been referred to as a “sham” 
by the ACTU, with estimates that 45% of workers in the construction industry being 

142 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 54: quoting the ACTU.
143 SGR 2005/1: Superannuation guarantee: who is an employee?, at para 13.
144 Wallis, above n 3.
145 Fair Work Ombudsman, above n 9, at p 14.
146 Board of Taxation, above n 94.
147 Fair Work Ombudsman, above n 9, at p 14.
148 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 4.
149 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 4.
150 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 4.
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sham contractors.151 In this way, these small business operators are missing out on the 
superannuation guarantee that would otherwise be payable by the contracting entity.

Where the misclassification was not deliberate, it generally involved small businesses 
who did not have a dedicated payroll function and did not understand the distinction 
between employees and independent contractors.152 The use of pseudo contractors 
is a growing concern, as sometimes employees can find themselves forced by their 
employers to “change their status” to that of a contractor to lower the cost to the 
employer (and shift the cost and responsibility for such things as superannuation to 
the worker). Such a “forced” contractor status has been found to lead to dissatisfaction 
with business structure choice.153

The complexity of this distinction is supported by the findings that small business 
advisers report that the distinction between “employee” and “contractor” is one of the 
most complex areas they face in Australia and New Zealand.154 

Through the prior discussion and analysis, it can be appreciated that there are a 
number of reasons why small businesses may not be meeting their superannuation 
guarantee obligations and may themselves be exploited. Before canvassing possible 
solutions, the related issue of non-recovery of superannuation guarantee (in particular 
SGC) will be discussed.

5. Non-recovery

While non-compliance is a big issue for the superannuation guarantee system, this 
can be made worse by the fact that, to a large extent, the recovery of unpaid (or 
underpaid) superannuation guarantee (or more correctly SGC) appears to be limited, 
especially for small businesses. The Inspector General found that “approximately 
$600.8m in SGC raised by the ATO has not been recovered, with most of this debt 
having been written-off and representing known lost employee retirement savings”.155 

Through fieldwork by the ATO, approximately one-third of debt recovery cases 
involving SGC ultimately lead to non-recovery.156 The reason for non-recovery 

151 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 54.
152 Fair Work Ombudsman, above n 9, at pp 7; 20–21.
153 J Freedman and M Godwin (1994) “Incorporating the micro business: perceptions and 

misperceptions”. In Finance and the small firm, A Hughes and D Storey (eds), London: Routledge, 
at p 115.

154 Freudenberg, Tran-Nam, Karlinsky and Gupta, above n 93, at p 712.
155 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 3.
156 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 6.
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was attributed to the employer being insolvent or it being uneconomical to pursue 
the debt.157

The role of voluntary disclosure appears to be linked to the possibility of recovery of 
the SGC. The Inspector General determined if the employer self-discloses (that is, the 
employer lodges their own SGC statement due to non-compliance) then these SGC 
payments are half as likely to be outstanding compared to SGC that arises through 
ATO audit activity.158 Also, where default assessments are raised in ATO audits they 
are six times more likely to be written-off than where an employer self-discloses.159

It appears that the ATO practice of encouraging employers to self-disclose early in the 
audit has assisted to increase the amount of SGC raised voluntarily.160

The ATO has confirmed that a signification proportion of SGC collectable debt is 
recorded for businesses that are already in severe “financial difficultly” (and in some 
cases, insolvent).161 In such circumstances, it can be uneconomical to pursue such 
outstanding SGC. Part of this can relate to how the superannuation guarantee is 
policed, both by the ATO and employees — which is analysed below.

Policing by ATO

Fundamentally, the ATO has the responsibility to ensure the timely follow-up of 
employers who fail to lodge SGC statements when required, as well as the handling of 
complaints from employees through “employee notifications” (EN) and the ultimate 
collection of SGC.162 Part of the problem with this policing is that the superannuation 
industry “is comprised of a complex web of relationships between numerous 
participants, intermediaries and agencies”.163 This web of relationships has been 
made more complex with the introduction of the choice regime, as the one employer 
is likely to be paying to a multitude of funds. The Industry Funds Credit Control 
(which manages superannuation arrears for a wide range of industry superannuation 
funds) has argued this diminishes the ability of superannuation funds to follow-up on 
unpaid superannuation.164

Not only is there a web of complex relationships, inherent time delays in the policing 
system can mean long delays between non-payment of the superannuation guarantee 

157 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 6.
158 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 6.
159 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 6.
160 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 40.
161 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 89.
162 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at pp 43-44.
163 A Freibergy (1996) “Trends and issues in crime and criminal justice: superannuation crime”, 

paper no. 56, Australian Institute of Criminology, June, at p 4.
164 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 43.
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and the ATO becoming aware of it.165 It has been estimated that there is “approximately 
22 months, between when a superannuation guarantee shortfall arises … and when 
the employee lodges an EN complaint”.166 What this means is that by the time the 
ATO begins an audit, more than two years could have elapsed.167

Part of the reason for the delay is that, apart from random ATO audit activity, 
detection largely relies on self-reporting by non-complying employers or employee 
complaints. The Inspector General identified that this largely means there is no “real 
time” policing to reconcile superannuation guarantee liabilities and payments.168 Data 
matching by the ATO is extremely hard or delayed, as superannuation funds provide 
information to the ATO through the lodgement of member contribution statements 
(MCS) annually, and this information may not always include the employer’s details 
against payments made to members.169 Also, knowledge of an individual’s income 
level is delayed due to annual income tax returns not being required to be lodged until 
31 October, if not later for those lodging through a tax agent.170 Indeed, the ATO is 
the only body empowered to act to recover unpaid SGC, as the relevant employee 
does not have legal standing to enforce the “tax” directly against the non-compliant 
employer.171 Consequently, it is for the ATO to determine whether it is economically 
viable to pursue an outstanding SGC and not the employee directly affected.

Policing by employees

The mechanism to provide the greatest “real time” reporting of the non-payment 
(or underpayment) of superannuation guarantee is for employees to police their 
employer’s activities. However, there are some fundamental problems with this when 
you consider the sectors more likely not to comply with superannuation guarantee 
and the type of employees that this is likely to happen to.

In a 2013 survey, a number of barriers to making an employee complaint in regards 
to superannuation guarantee were identified.172 The reasons provided included fear 
of losing job (42%), angering their employer (29%), lack of knowledge of how to go 
about it (28%), and never getting around to it (28%).173 Also, it appears that younger 

165 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p iii.
166 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 5.
167 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 5.
168 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 6.
169 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 6.
170 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 47.
171 Anderson and Hardy, above n 64, at p 184. However, this position changes once an employer 

enters into liquidation, as the ATO is unable to raise default assessments against an insolvent 
employer, leaving employees to register as unsecured creditors.

172 B Tan and DF Pedic (2013) Superannuation guarantee research. Sydney: GfK Australia Pty Ltd.
173 Tan and Pedic, above n 172, at p 37.
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people (18–24 years) were less knowledgeable compared to seniors (55–69 years) 
when it comes to superannuation guarantee.174

Essentially, what may be occurring is that employees may be more immediately 
concerned with underpayments of wages and what this means for their ability to 
meet current living expenses, rather than underpaid superannuation that relates 
to a distant future.175 The reliance on employers “to do the right thing” is evident, 
even with the current and planned future increases to the superannuation guarantee 
rate, as research demonstrates that most employees are unlikely to check amounts 
contributed by their employers.176 Most consider this checking is not necessary 
as there is a general perception that employers are meeting their superannuation 
guarantee obligations.177

The “fear” by employees of losing their job appears to be substantiated by the fact that 
over 70% of employee notifications come from ex-employees.178 That is, employees 
appear to wait until they quit or are no longer employed, as in this circumstance, they 
have nothing to lose in terms of their wage income. The concern for current employees 
losing work is particularly relevant in the micro-business sector where there are a 
greater proportion of groups that are more vulnerable to employer non-compliance, 
including casual, part-time and those from non-English speaking backgrounds.179

It is argued that, based on the demographics of “at risk people”, they are more concerned 
about having enough money for day-to-day living compared with future retirement. 
However, it appears that employees from a non-English speaking background are 
more empowered, as these people are more likely to make a complaint.180

Also, people can be “outside the system”, either receiving cash-in-hand payments or 
thinking they are independent contractors, and may not realise the superannuation 
guarantee entitlements they are missing out on.181 Another factor is employees’ attitude 
towards their superannuation. Research in 2013 based on 1100 online interviews of 

174 Tan and Pedic, above n 172.
175 Anderson and Hardy, above n 64, at p 168.
176 Colmar Brunton, above n 59, at p 13.
177 Tan and Pedic, above n 172, at p 4 found only a few (one in 10 people not receiving superannuation 

guarantee contributions) felt they should be receiving contributions and their boss was not 
doing the right thing.

178 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 5.
179 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 44.
180 Tan and Pedic, above n 172, at p 4: only a minority (13%) have ever wanted to make a complaint 

and only 6% have actually placed a complaint. There was evidence of a higher need to complain 
— which did not, however, flow through to complaints — within the building and construction 
industry.

181 Anderson and Hardy, above n 64, at p 181. See Rajagopalan v CM Sydney Building Materials Pty 
Ltd [2007] FMCA 1412 [36]: employer admitted reclassifying the employment relationship as 
independent contractor to avoid things including superannuation.
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Australians demonstrates the overall blasé attitude towards superannuation guarantee 
entitlements, with employees not particularly knowledgeable (49% knowledgeable) 
or interested in finding out more information about superannuation guarantee (45% 
interested).182 The age of employees appears to be related to interest in superannuation, 
with interest increasing as a person approaches retirement age.183

Even knowing about cases of non-compliance with superannuation guarantee did not 
motivate individuals to routinely check their superannuation.184 This is compounded 
by the fact that employees may be receiving delayed information from superannuation 
funds,185 although this has improved with internet platforms.

An important component for employees to be able to monitor their superannuation 
guarantee is their actual knowledge about it. Research demonstrates that those more 
at risk of being subject to non-compliance are generally those with less knowledge. 
For example, the less knowledgeable included females (44% said not really or not 
at all knowledgeable), 18–24 year olds (32%), those based in regional Australia 
(44%), casual employees (38%), the unemployed and those working for micro-sized 
businesses (44%).186 Those working in the food/hospitality/tourism industries were 
also less likely to feel they were knowledgeable (40%).187 With low levels of knowledge, 
it is hard to determine how these people could ascertain whether their employers are 
meeting their superannuation guarantee obligations or not.

Concern about different industry sectors appear to be warranted, as the people who 
wanted to make a complaint but who did not were “typically male (73%), metropolitan-
based (77%) and overrepresented by those in the building and construction industries 
(12% vs 6% total sample)”.188 Although when a complaint was made, this was more 
likely to be made to the ATO (53%), employer/HR/accounts department (44%) or the 
superannuation fund (26%).189

182 Tan and Pedic, above n 172, at p 3.
183 Colmar Brunton, above n 59, at p 11. Tan and Pedic, above n 172, at p 16: younger employees 

aged 18-24 years old were significantly less likely to consider superannuation guarantee 
payments from employers important. This age group is also more likely to be working part-time 
and fewer hours than older employees.

184 Colmar Brunton, above n 59, at p 12.
185 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 5.
186 Tan and Pedic, above n 172, at p 18.
187 Tan and Pedic, above n 172, at p 18.
188 Tan and Pedic, above n 172, at p 35.
189 Tan and Pedic, above n 172, at p 38.
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6. Recommendations for improvement

Ensuring the “guarantee” with the superannuation guarantee system is a complex 
issue, but it is important that improvements are made. Overall, the discussion above 
of the reasons behind non-compliance with superannuation guarantee obligations 
by small business employers leads to the conclusion that any recommendations for 
improvement must, in part, make it easier for small business employers to comply. 
Indeed, there have been a number of changes recently implemented; these and the 
authors’ own insights will be analysed next. This will include the use of CAS, the 
Government Clearing House, SuperStream, BAS integration, payslip reporting, 
clarifying the distinction between independent contractors and employees, directors’ 
liability and penalties.

CAS

It is recommended that the greater and more sophisticated adoption of CAS should 
help small businesses improve their management of cash flow, and thereby their 
ability to plan and pay their superannuation guarantee obligations. However, it 
needs to be appreciated that the interface between the business’ CAS and the ATO’s 
system is extremely important. Any upgrades or changes by the ATO can have large 
implications and costs for businesses.

Research findings have emphasised that small businesses have difficulty implementing 
a systematic cash flow management practice and make limited use of CAS reporting 
options, which as a result, is having an adverse effect on their cash flow.190 It may be 
beneficial for small businesses to engage external advisers to assist with increasing 
their knowledge of the reporting options of a CAS and with implementation of cash 
management system. However, considering the research has highlighted that cash 
flow is restricted, it is unlikely that they could justify the expense to seek external 
advice. Recommendations by Freudenberg et al191 propose that a tax rebate for 
professional advice should be available to small businesses capped at $10,000 per 
annum. Such a rebate could be used to address the implementation of systematic 
cash flow management practices, with small businesses more financially able to 
seek professional advice. While Freudenberg et al192 suggest that this rebate should 
be available in the second year of business operation, Belle-Isle has argued that this 
should be extended beyond the second year as it appears that a large percentage of 
small business operators can lack cash flow management practices regardless of age.193 

190 Belle Isle, Freudenberg and Copp, above n 129.
191 Freudenberg, Tran-Nam, Karlinsky and Gupta, above n 93.
192 Freudenberg, Tran-Nam, Karlinsky and Gupta, above n 93, at p 708.
193 M Belle Isle (2014) “Cash flow benefit from GST: is it realised by small businesses in Australia?” 

(Honours thesis, Bachelor of Accounting, Griffith University, Brisbane).
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This idea would be consistent with the factors identified by the Board of Taxation as 
driving down compliance costs, namely business confidence in tax professionals, the 
spread of cheap advanced technology and computerisation and greater use of para-
professionals (such as bookkeepers).194

This rebate could also be linked to the use of free resources available via the ATO. 
For  example, the ATO website allows businesses to access a “Business Viability 
Tool”195 to assess the current status of their financial performance. Indeed, the ATO 
website has a number of links to assist businesses in managing cash flow.196 A cash flow 
budget sample template is included as well as basic information on the importance of 
using the budget. When viability is in question, the tool advises business owners to 
seek professional advice. Wallis questions to what extent the businesses of the medical 
profession seek professional advice, citing reasons of costing, tweaking borrowed 
advice from friends and arrogance.197 While it is not certain to what extent small 
businesses use such tools, it is argued that knowledge of these on-line tools is low — 
similar to the data on the take-up rate of the Government Clearing House discussed 
below. Also, it is understood that there can be problems in terms of accessing the 
ATO’s systems as they can be offline at times when small businesses proprietors 
are likely to have time to use them, such as evenings and weekends. Nevertheless, 
Belle-Isle argues that the advice from the tool could be the qualifying condition for 
accessing the professional tax rebate.

Belle Isle identifies that a problem with allowing such a rebate to assist with 
implementation of a cash flow management system is regulating the relevance of the 
advice given by the professional.198 It may be beneficial to develop a tool that acts as a 
guide for professionals to follow when implementing the system. 

While the ATO should be congratulated for its attempts to provide education and 
tools to assist taxpayers (including small businesses), it appears that taxpayers can 
be reluctant to interact with the ATO for educational programs and viability tools. 
Freudenberg et al has argued that instead of the ATO conducing training sessions, 
it may be more effective to pay professional bodies to do training.199 Small business 
organisations (especially those receiving government funding) may also be a valuable 
source in the small business community to increase awareness of the availability of 
these ATO resources. 

194 Board of Taxation, above n 94, at p 48.
195 ATO, 2013, “Business viability assessment tool”. Available at www.ato.gov.au/Calculators-and-

tools/Business-viability-assessment-tool/. 
196 ATO, 2013, “Starting and running your small business: managing you cash flow”. Available at 

www.ato.gov.au/Business/Starting-and-running-your-small-business/Running-your-business/
Managing-your-cash-flow/. 

197 Wallis, above n 3, at p 32.
198 Belle Isle, above n 193.
199 Freudenberg, Tran-Nam, Karlinsky and Gupta, above n 93, at p 711.
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It is argued that the implementation and use of a CAS is fundamental not only to 
assist small businesses to manage cash flow, but also to fully realise recent government 
initiatives such as the Government Clearing House and SuperStream, which are 
discussed below.

Government Clearing House

In July 2010, the former Labor Federal Government introduced a superannuation 
clearing house which is free for small businesses that have up to 19 employees.200 
Essentially, this assists small business to deal with the multiple superannuation funds 
required under the choice regime. By paying to the Government Clearing House 
on time, the employer meets their superannuation guarantee obligations, and then 
the subsequent payment to multiple funds will be undertaken by the Government 
Clearing House.

Use of the Government Clearing House means that employees’ preferences are already 
included in the transaction details, and thus minimises the time and paperwork 
involved in paying contributions to numerous super funds, as the employer only has 
to provide information to the Government Clearing House rather than to multiple 
superannuation funds. The Government Clearing House then distributes the monies 
to the relevant superannuation funds at no charge to the employer.201

While the Government Clearing House is well regarded by the small businesses that 
use it, the take-up rate by employers is lower than expected. Although it has been in 
place for nearly four years, there is an extremely low take-up rate. Currently, there 
are only approximately 58,000 employers registered, with another 700,000 businesses 
potentially eligible.202

The low volume of contributions processed has meant the operating cost of the 
Government Clearing House is seven times higher than private sector clearing houses 
available to all employers.203 While expansion of the Government Clearing House 
to make it open to all employers is an option, it is considered that it is not the most 
appropriate option due to the inefficiencies of the current model. It is interesting 
that the simplified tax system also suffered from a low take-up by small businesses. 
It appears that small businesses struggle to take advantage of systems set up to benefit 
them. This may be more attributable to them not having the external advice or 

200 T Power (2014) “SG paid easy: just add DHS (SG Clearing House)”. Accessed 24 June 2014. 
Available at www.superguide.com.au/boost-your-superannuation/sg-dhs-super-clearing-house.

201 Australian National Audit Office (2012) small business superannuation clearing house, Canberra, 
at pp 11–18.

202 B Billson (Minister for Small Business) (2014) Superannuation made simpler for small business.
203 M Burton (2006) “The Australian small business tax concessions – public choice, public interest 

or public folly?” 21(1) Australian Tax Forum 71; M Pizzacalla (2008) “Global SME tax policy 
conundrum” 23(1) Australian Tax Forum 40.
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internal resources to keep abreast with new initiatives. Getting penetration into the 
small business sector is therefore an issue that needs to be addressed.

This low take-up could be because survey data demonstrates that advisers are not 
aware of the Government Clearing House.204 This could account for why employers 
themselves are not aware of the Government Clearing House.205 Overall, the majority 
of employers had not seen or heard anything (unprompted) relating to the proposed 
super reforms (60%). Small and medium-sized employers were significantly more 
likely to report not having heard something about the reform (61% each), compared 
to large employers (31%).206 

However, even if aware, it appears that some small businesses see that there is little 
benefit in the Government Clearing House — however, it is not certain what this 
related to.207 For small businesses with less than 20 employees, use of the Government 
Clearing House was low (6%). It appears the main reason for not utilising the 
Government Clearing House was that it was seen that there was “no benefit’ from 
using it (30%), or they needed more information about the facility (20%) or had a 
general lack of awareness (18%).208 

A recent positive change is that the ATO has now taken over responsibility for 
the Government Clearing House from 1 April 2014 (from the Department of 
Human Services).209 Under the new arrangements, small businesses would report 
superannuation payments to the agency that already collects their PAYG payments, 
and the ATO will distribute contributions to individual accounts. The government 
said an app will also be launched by the ATO to further assist small businesses.

However, a big limitation is that this is restricted to “small” businesses (less than 
20 employees) and does not extend to medium businesses. Greater take-up rates may 
be achieved if access to the Government Clearing House is extended to cover larger 
businesses, although there are private clearing houses that these larger businesses can 
currently utilise for a fee.

Further ways that the Government Clearing House could be improved includes using 
professional bodies to advertise the Government Clearing House, as communication 

204 Colmar Brunton, above n 59, at p 47: very few of the agents interviewed were aware of the 
Government Clearing House, but once aware, felt this may be a useful option for some of their 
small business clients.

205 Colmar Brunton, above n 75, at p 9.
206 Superannuation Legislation Amendment (Stronger Super) Act 2012 (Cth).
207 Colmar Brunton, above n 75, at p 12.
208 Colmar Brunton, above n 75, at p 12.
209 Billson, above n 202.
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from the ATO does not appear penetrate with small business. Also, given that 
familiarity can lower compliance cost and may improve management practices, if 
small business were obliged to make superannuation guarantee contributions every 
month, then this familiarity could improve compliance and lower costs. Also, greater 
use of Australian Post Office as a government interface for small businesses could be 
explored.

SuperStream (data payment standard)

With the average employer dealing with 40 funds,210 another reform to help alleviate 
the superannuation choice compliance burden is the introduction of SuperStream — 
which brings in a standard payment system. This has been introduced in response 
to concerns about the differing requirements required by superannuation funds 
themselves in terms of how information is provided and payment made.211 For 
example, some superannuation funds require a cheque, others a form filled out 
through the fund, some have some sort of electronic interface or web portal, and 
some use the banking system.212 The aim of the SuperStream payment standard is to 
make the process of payment more coherent for employers.213

Essentially, the reforms require all employer contributions (both data and payments) 
to be made electronically. The contribution data will be sent electronically to the fund 
and the contribution payment will be sent electronically through the banking system. 
This means that it is mandatory for data to be in a specified format, with the data and 
funds to be sent on the same day with a unique payment reference number linking the 
two.214 Also, any request for further information from the superannuation funds must 
be met within 10 days.215 SuperStream was to commence on 1 July 2014, but now 
has been deferred, with employers with greater than 20 employees required to use 
SuperStream from 1 July 2015 and employers with less than 19 employees required to 
use SuperStream from 1 July 2016.216

Again, recent survey data questions to what extent there is knowledge about this 
reform, especially among smaller businesses compared to large. It appears that 
smaller employers (85%) and medium-sized employers (88%) felt “not informed” 

210 C Waters (2014) “SMEs to be hit by super delay”. Accessed 24 June, 2014. Available at www.
smartcompany.com.au/finance/superannuation.

211 Colmar Brunton, above n 59, at p 20.
212 Waters, above n 210.
213 Waters, above n 210.
214 ATO (2014) “Employer contributions – how to pay”. Accessed 24 June 2014. Available at www.

ato.gov.au/business/employers-super/.
215 ATO, above n 214.
216 Waters, above n 210.
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about the new electronic reforms, including the new data standards when compared 
to larger employers (69%).217 This lack of information may be part of the reason why 
the reform has been delayed for twelve months.218 

The authors argue there is concern about the readiness of small business for 
SuperStream given evidence of the lower use of electronic payment systems by them. 
It could be preferable for some financial assistance or allowing an immediate write-
off rebate to help elevate the costs. Also, education directly and through advisers 
is necessary. In addition, as observed by Freudenberg et al, small business advisers 
themselves could be small businesses and thereby struggle with compliance issues 
themselves.219 Also, there are complaints in the sector about how it applies to self-
managed superannuation funds (SMSFs), even though there may be no problems 
with payments.

BAS integration 

Another option to make it easier for small business employers to comply is to integrate 
superannuation guarantee into the BAS reporting. This model is a policy of the new 
Abbott Federal Government, but is currently lacking in detail. Broadly, it proposes to 
have superannuation guarantee included with the GST and PAYG reporting already 
given to the ATO by employers through BASs. It is possible that employers would 
make payment of the superannuation guarantee at the same time as they pay GST and 
PAYG withholding and the ATO would then distribute the monies to the employees’ 
nominated superannuation funds.220

However, it may be beneficial to de-link the reporting and the payment system, as 
if businesses are unable to pay their tax obligations, they may not also report. If 
the system of reporting any payment was not linked, then the reporting of the tax 
obligation separately could act as an early warning system. This could lead to early 
intervention to assist the business to formulate a payment plan rather than letting the 
problem become unmanageable.

The benefit of this approach is that employers already deal with the ATO quarterly 
in relation to GST and PAYG and the ATO should have systems in place to receive, 
track and distribute the superannuation guarantee money collected through its audit 
program. In addition, this model would provide more data to the ATO to analyse 
in order to better target its audit program at those employers most likely to be non-
compliant. This model would also simplify the system as employers would only have 
to deal with one organisation in relation to superannuation guarantee and it has the 

217 Colmar Brunton, above n 75, at p 10.
218 Waters, above n 210.
219 Freudenberg, Tran-Nam, Karlinsky and Gupta, above n 93, at p 709.
220 Laurence, above n 115-36, at pp 35–36.
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support of small business.221 The Council of Small Business of Australia (COSBOA) 
argue that this model would lead to savings for superannuation funds, and ultimately 
the employee members of the funds, by eliminating interactions between employers 
and superannuation funds.222 Rather than dealing with the almost 1 million employers 
in Australia, superannuation funds would have a single contact point in relation to 
superannuation guarantee in the ATO. In addition, COSBOA argue that interactions 
between employers and superannuation funds in relation to employee members will 
also be eliminated, for example, the requirement for employers to provide information 
about their employees to superannuation funds.223 While information will still need 
to be provided to superannuation funds,224 COSBOA argue that centralising this 
function in the ATO will achieve savings of $1.8b per annum after factoring in an 
estimated $114m per annum cost to the ATO in administering the scheme. 

However, an issue would be to identify who are the relevant employees for whom 
the superannuation contributions are made on behalf of. The data and information 
technology systems available to the ATO, for example, tax file number matching, 
arguably place the ATO in a better position to undertake this exercise than the 
current system, which relies on a manual process with employers providing data 
to superannuation funds and funds contacting employers for further details where 
required to match a contribution to a member or open a new account. The first step in 
implementing the new model was made from 1 April 2014, with the transition of the 
operation of the Government Clearing House to the ATO, however further progress 
has stalled pending further consultation by the Abbott Federal Government.

Payslip reporting

Another reform to try to increase employee awareness of their employer 
superannuation guarantee contributions is that from 1 July 2013, employee payslips 
will include the amount of superannuation paid into their account.225 While the idea 
may seem to be good, it appears that a number of employee attributes reduce the 
benefit of the system due to employees’ lack of interest and low financial literacy to 
deal with the information.226

221 Council of Small Business Organisations Australia (2013) confidence building for small business 
people, 17 May 2013, Canberra: COSBOA.

222 Council of Small Business Organisations Australia (2011) Policy [cited 25 August 2014]. 
Available at www.cosboa.org.au/Page/COSBOA-Policy.

223 Council of Small Business Organisations Australia, above n 222.
224 COSBOA estimate the cost to superannuation funds in dealing with the ATO under the BAS 

model will be $100 per annum for each member, compared to an estimated cost of $200 per 
annum for each member under the current system: Council of Small Business Organisations 
Australia, above n 222.

225 Colmar Brunton, above n 75, at p 25.
226 Refer to prior discussion.
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This reform relies on an employee matching up the information from the their 
employer with the report form their superannuation fund, identifying a discrepancy 
and then bringing this to the employer’s attention or lodging an EN with the ATO.227 
Evidence of the low interest about superannuation and this additional reporting is that 
recent research demonstrates little interest in this reform.228 This could be combined 
with reforms to make it easier for employees to lodge an EN with the ATO if they 
think their employer is not meeting their superannuation guarantee obligations. This 
could be simplified by having an online form available through the ATO website 
which just requires the filling in of certain identification information of the business 
involved and a short summary of the payments in question.

Also, the reform could add to the compliance costs for employers, especially as there 
is concern with the requirement to state an “expected payment date” on payslips.229 
However, the validity of these claims may be questionable, especially with the 
utilisation of CAS by the business.

Research appears to demonstrate that there is lower awareness of this reform by small 
businesses.230 It appears that the “majority of all employers include ‘the amount of 
superannuation guarantee payments to be paid to the employee’s super fund’ regularly 
on employee payslips (83%). This was greater for large employees (100%), which was 
significantly greater than the medium (93%) and small-sized employees (81%).”231 
However, current payslip reporting does not usually extend to providing an “expected 
payment date”. It appears that small businesses were more likely to feel uninformed 
about payslip reporting compared to medium and larger businesses.232

A more recent proposal is a ‘Single Touch Payroll’ which will allow employers’ 
accounting software to automatically report payroll information to the ATO when 
employees are paid.233 Set to commence 1 July 2016, this is seen as eliminating the need 
for employers to report PAYG Withholding in their BAS during the year, as well as on 
employees’ annual Payment Summaries. In addition, it is proposed to streamline tax 
file number declarations with the Super Choice Forms. The biggest constraint for this 
proposal to fully release its benefits is the use of CAS by small businesses and whether 
they will have the systems and knowledge to take advantage of it.

227 Anderson and Hardy, above n 64, at p 182.
228 Colmar Brunton, above n 59, at p 16.
229 Colmar Brunton, above n 59, at p 26.
230 Colmar Brunton, above n 75, at p 8: Colmar Brunton conducted telephone interviews with 701 

employers in October and November 2011 on behalf of the ATO.
231 Colmar Brunton, above n 75, at p 8.
232 Colmar Brunton, above n 75, at p 10: “A significant lower proportion of large employers felt they 

were ‘not informed’ about the reform requiring an ‘expected payment date’ on the employee 
payslips (57%) compared with small employers (86%) and medium (80%).”

233 Billson, B (Minister for Small Business) and Frydenberg, J (Assistant Treasurer). (2014). Media 
Release: Cutting Red Tape for Employers through Single Touch Payroll, 28 December, Canberra.
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Independent contractors

A fundamental issue that needs to be addressed is the status of independent contractors, 
as this is an area in which small businesses themselves may be getting exploited. 
Given the status of being an employee (as opposed to an independent contractor) is 
so critical to many rights and obligations (not just superannuation guarantee), this 
distinction may be clearer. It is apparent this is of concern for the ATO, as a key focus 
of its 2012-13 compliance program is sham contracting arrangements, with more 
than 20,000 businesses expected to be reviewed.234 

In relation to reducing the incidence of the misclassification of employees as 
independent contractors, it has been suggested that legislative reform to tighten the 
definition of an independent contractor will reduce the scope for misclassification.235 
The benefit of a tightening of the definition is that it will reduce the scope for deliberate 
misclassification. A counterargument is that a tighter definition will lead to more 
inadvertent misclassification; however, this can be reduced by an education campaign 
targeted at high-risk industries. This is a large issue for a number of jurisdictions. In a 
cross-jurisdictional study comparing Australia, New Zealand and the United States of 
America (the United States), it was found that tax advisers thought the distinction less 
complex in the United States.236 This was attributed to the long-standing safe harbour 
provisions,237 which provides that if industry standards and the filing of information 
returns are complied with, the contractor status will not be challenged. It may be that 
Australia should also introduce such a safe harbour provision.

A potential reform is to make the ABN registration more stringent to ensure that 
a business is being conducted. In this way, if a person/business has an ABN, it is 
clear that they are an independent contractor and payments to them are excluded 
from being subject to superannuation guarantee (including the deemed employees). 
Alternatively, it has been argued that a test similar to the personal services income 
provisions in Div 84 of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 (Cth) (ITAA97) be in 
part utilised, so that if a contractor has one client that consisted of 80% or more of 
their business income, then they are deemed to be an “employee” for superannuation 
guarantee purposes.238

Even when the distinction legally between an employee and independent contractor 
is known, the superannuation guarantee system can actually extend to “deem” certain 

234 M Dunphy, A Baker and K Rozenbergs (2012) “Australia: micro enterprises and SMEs under the 
spotlight in the ATO’s compliance program 2012/2013” (electronic version). Accessed 24 June.

235 V Kaufman (2010) protection of independent contractors under Workchoices and the Fair Work 
Act: improvement or continuity? Centre for Employment and Labour Relations Law, The 
University of Melbourne, at pp 13-15.

236 Freudenberg, Tran-Nam, Karlinsky and Gupta, above n 93, at p 712.
237 S 530 of the 1978 Tax Act (US).
238 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 54.
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independent contractors as employees for superannuation guarantee purposes.239 
While the policy reason for this deeming is understood, it is argued that really this creates 
more uncertainty in the system and that genuine independent contractors should be 
excluded from the superannuation guarantee system. This was a recommendation 
of the Henry Tax Review240 that supported the prior recommendation by the Banks 
Review241 that definitions of superannuation guarantee system and that PAYG 
withholding system be aligned, with the PAYG definition to be universally adopted.242 
It is argued that this would decrease compliance costs for employers, as well as the 
potential for non-compliance for these “deemed” employees for superannuation 
guarantee purposes.

Directors’ liability

Previously the non-recovery of SGC was in part attributed to the fact that “the 
Commissioner [of Taxation] is not able to [take] action to recover unpaid SGC 
against directors of companies personally”.243 However, since July 2012, there have 
been amendments to expand directors’ liability for unpaid superannuation guarantee. 

Broadly, a director of a company has a duty not to allow their company to trade 
while insolvent, and if they do, the liquidator can recover against directors the 
value of all debts incurred while the company traded while insolvent.244 While 
unpaid superannuation guarantee has similar statutory priority as unpaid wages 
in liquidation, the only chance for recovery is if the liquidated company has assets 
remaining for unsecured creditors.245 However, as stated before, due to the time lags 
of once an audit is conducted (or the ATO notified of the non-compliance), this can 
mean the company has few assets. 

However, from 1 July 2012, company directors are personally liable for their company’s 
unpaid SGC, thereby giving another avenue for recovery.246 Although there are 
number of potential defences available to directors, including the existing ones, there 
will be no director liability if the company applied the Superannuation Guarantee 

239 S 12(3) of the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 (Cth). 
240 Treasury (2009) Australia’s future tax system – report to the Treasurer (K Henry, Chairman), 

December, Canberra: Attorney-General’s Department, at p 131.
241 The taskforce on reducing the regulatory burden on business, chaired by Gary Banks.
242 Treasury, above n 240, at p 131.
243 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 26.
244 T Stumm (2012) “Governance challenges for SMEs”. Paper presented at the G is for governance: 

building the business essentials.
245 Anderson and Hardy, above n 64, at p 172. See: s 96 of the Corporate Law Reform Act 1992 (Cth) 

and s 556(1) of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). 
246 ATO (2013) “Changes under the new law”. Australian Taxation Office: Canberra. In addition 

to liability for PAYG withholding amounts, directors are personally liable for their company’s 
unpaid superannuation guarantee charge.
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(Administration) Act 1992 (Cth) in a way that was reasonably arguable and the 
company took reasonable care in applying the Act to the matter.247 Additionally, the 
director could be cleared if s/he can prove that due to illness, they weren’t involved in 
the management of the company and all reasonable steps to ensure that the company 
complied with its payment obligations were taken.248 Also, for new directors, they 
do not become liable for a director penalty until 30 days after they become a director 
(if the company has not paid the liability or entered voluntary administration or 
liquidation before that time).249 However, it should be acknowledged that many 
businesses in Australia use trusts for their operation, and it is questionable to what 
extent this liability exposure relates to them.

What this means is that now the Commissioner of Taxation’s priority in liquidation 
includes a regime of director personal liability (known as director penalty notice — 
DPN) for taxes which are collected and remitted to the Commissioner, including 
PAYG, and now from 1 July 2012, unpaid SGC.250 However, there are still concerns 
with the system as it is possible for directors to avoid these liabilities either through 
liquidating or entering voluntary administration before the required three months 
has elapsed without reporting or paying SGC.251 Also, concerns have been expressed 
that the ATO does not have additional collection powers to obtain these funds.252 
Additionally, concern has been expressed about how the Australian Securities and 
Investments Commission (ASIC) play no part in the statutory priority given by 
liquidators, with the only exception being taking personal action against a director.253 
Moreover, there are very few examples of such civil penalty actions being taken against 
directors for breach of duty pursuant to Pt 2 D1 of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), 
and even fewer in terms of superannuation guarantee contributions.254 Anderson and 
Hardy have argued that the ability to seek to disqualify a director should be expanded 
beyond ASIC to include the ATO and Fair Work Ombudsman.255

While directors’ liability for unpaid superannuation guarantee is seen as a positive 
step, there still remains the possibility that superannuation guarantee can remain 
uncollected, leaving the affected employees with a lower superannuation balance for 
retirement.

247 ATO, above n 246.
248 Stumm, above n 244.
249 ATO, above n 246.
250 Anderson and Hardy, above n 64, at p 176. Tax Laws Amendment (2012 Measures No 1) Act 2012 

(Cth). Note in 2010, the location of the DPN was moved to the Taxation Administration Act 1953 
(Cth).

251 Anderson and Hardy, above n 64, at p 178. Section 169-15 of Sch 1 to the Taxation Administration 
Act 1953 (Cth).

252 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 92.
253 Anderson and Hardy, above n 64, per s 556(1)(e) of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). 
254 Anderson and Hardy, above n 64: under s 1317H of the Corporations Act 2001.
255 Anderson and Hardy, above n 64, at p 193.
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Fair entitlements guarantee

A possible way to resolve the unpaid superannuation guarantee is by extending the 
fair entitlements guarantee (FEG)256 to cover superannuation guarantee. The FEG 
is a government scheme to provide financial assistance to employees who are owed 
certain employee entitlements after losing their job because their employer went 
bankrupt or into liquidation.257 Essentially, the FEG acts as a safety scheme to cover 
(as a last resort):258 unpaid wages;259 unpaid annual leave; unpaid long service leave; 
unpaid pay in lieu of notice;260 and unpaid redundancy pay.261 However, currently 
the FEG does not extend to unpaid superannuation guarantee, even though others, 
including the Cooper Review, have argued that it should be extended to cover it.262 
In fact, the revamped FEG reduces the coverage of unpaid superannuation as from 
December 2012, it does not now cover employee’s own contributions (through salary 
sacrifice or otherwise) to superannuation.263

Given that the government will be potentially liable for greater pension payments 
because of reduced superannuation levels due to unpaid superannuation guarantee, it 
seems strange that FEG does not include (in part) unpaid superannuation guarantee. 
Indeed, this current exclusion raises questions about the importance that the 
government puts on superannuation guarantee or the effectiveness of lobbyists.

Penalties

Others have argued that the penalty regime around unpaid superannuation guarantee 
should be reviewed. Some argue that penalties should be increased for superannuation 
guarantee non-compliance, especially for the more egregious and consistently non-
compliant employers.264 In comparison, others have argued that reducing penalties, 
especially for early self-disclosure (even if early in an ATO audit phase) could be 
useful to encourage compliance. Indeed, The Tax Institute argues the continuation of 
the allowance for a tax deduction for late superannuation guarantee payments should 
be considered when voluntary disclosure is made where the failure to comply with 

256 Prior to 5 December 2012, it FEG was known as the general employee entitlements and 
redundancy scheme (GEERS). Anderson and Hardy, above n 64, at p 174.

257 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 92.
258 https://employment.gov.au/general-employee-entitlements-and-redundancy-scheme-geers.
259 For work performed in the three-month period prior to the appointment of an insolvency 

practitioner.
260 Up to five weeks.
261 Up to four weeks for each year of service.
262 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 92. Recommendation 10.19: Super System 

Review Panel, “Review into the governance, efficiency, structure and operation of Australia’s 
superannuation system: final report – part two”, Australian Government, 2010.

263 Anderson and Hardy, above n 64, at p 174.
264 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 76.
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the superannuation guarantee obligations did not result from intentional disregard 
of the law.265

It is argued that it is worthwhile considering these things as it is not economically 
rational for viable businesses to be put out of business through excessive penalties 
for unpaid superannuation guarantee. Although, on the other hand, it is important 
to ensure compliance with superannuation guarantee obligations by employers. 
Reducing penalties for earlier self-disclosure, even in early stages of an ATO audit 
on unpaid superannuation guarantee, appears to be useful. This is especially the case 
given the data discussed earlier that appeared to indicate a correlation between self-
disclosure and recovery of the unpaid superannuation guarantee.

A recent related proposal is to simplify the actual calculation of the SGC.266 This 
proposal seeks to align three things: the nominal interest on unpaid superannuation 
guarantee payments to the period that they are outstanding; the earning base used to 
calculate the SGC to ordinary times earning compared to ‘total salary and wages’; and 
the penalties with the general tax penalty provisions. These amendments are envisaged 
to commence from 1 July 2016, and appear to remove unnecessary anomalies in the 
mechanical calculation of the SGC.

7. Future research

Future research could provide a more detailed study of the small business experience 
with superannuation guarantee and how it relates to cash flow. Also, research could 
explore what the attributes are underlying the complex areas of the system — in 
particular, identifying the reason that makes certain provisions so complex. 

Prior research suggests that small businesses using a CAS have an increased likelihood 
of success, although given the findings of Belle Isle et al, it appears that the CAS is 
not being used effectively to assist with management of cash flow, as there was low 
engagement in the use of CAS reporting options.267 Future research could investigate 
the level of knowledge that small businesses have of the CAS that they utilise and the 
extent that it is used to understand the financial situation of their business and how 
this relates to the management of superannuation guarantee.

265 Inspector-General of Taxation, above n 1, at p 77.
266 Hockey, J. B. (Treasurer of the Commonwealth of Australia) and Cormann, M (Minister for 

Finance of the Commonwealth of Australia). (2014). Mid-Year Economic and Fiscal Outlook, 
Appendix A: Policy decisions taken since the 2014-15 Budget, The Treasury, Canberra.

267 Belle Isle and Freudenberg, above n 130.
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8. Conclusion

When superannuation guarantee was first introduced, it was touted as a fundamental 
initiative to provide for employees in their retirement. However, in the last twenty 
years of operation, questions have been raised as to how “guaranteed” it is.

This article firstly outlined the superannuation guarantee system, the importance of 
small business and the particular issues that they can face. Then data about non-
compliance by small businesses with superannuation guarantee obligations was 
discussed. This included a discussion about small businesses themselves missing 
their own superannuation guarantee entitlements through pseudo contracting 
arrangements and non-application of deemed employee status. The article next 
analysed the reasons behind non-compliance which extended from understanding, 
financial pressures, cash flow, management practices, complexity, use of technology 
and independent contractors. It was argued that while there are a number of factors, 
the complexity of the system and difficulties in classifying workers are the most 
critical. Also, the related issue of non-recovery was canvassed with discussion about 
the policing by the ATO and affected employees.

The article then concluded by considering options for improvement of compliance 
with superannuation guarantee obligations. This included discussion about greater 
sophisticated uses of CAS, the expansion of the current Government Clearing House 
and SuperStream. Also, there was a review of the recommendations of the adoption of 
a proposal to incorporate superannuation guarantee into BAS and payslip reporting. 
The article also recommended that legislative reform be undertaken to tighten the 
definition of an independent contractor to reduce the incidence of the deliberate 
misclassification of employees as independent contractors, coupled with an education 
strategy targeted at high-risk industries to reduce inadvertent misclassification. 
Furthermore, there was consideration of the recent expansion of directors’ liability, 
changes to the fair entitlements guarantee scheme and the penalty regime.

It is important that small businesses are provided assistance to help improve the 
superannuation guarantee obligations for their employees, as they are an important 
percentage of private sector employment. As such, it is important that consideration 
be given to how to ensure the “guarantee” of superannuation guarantee for employees 
of small businesses, as well as their own potential entitlement through pseudo 
contracting arrangements. Failure to address this will potentially undermine this 
important pillar of Australia’s retirement system.


